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2006 U.S. New Issues

Jan. 3  True Blue Love
       1st class sgl., booklet, DC
Jan. 10 Children’s Books
       39¢ pane of 16 (8 designs), joint issue with UK, Findlay, OH,
Jan. 11 Winter Olympics
       39¢ sgl., Colorado Springs, CO
Jan. 25  Hattie McDaniel
       39¢ sgl., Beverly Hills, CA
Jan. 29  Lunar New Year
       39¢ pane of 12 designs, DC
Feb. 8  Liberty & Flag
       39¢ booklet, coil, Washington, DC
Feb. 24  Bryce Canyon
       63¢ sgl., St. Louis, MO
Feb. 24  Great Smoky Mts.
       75¢ sgl., St. Louis, MO
Feb. 24  Yosemite
       84¢ sgl., St. Louis, MO
Mar. 1  Our Wedding
       39¢, 63¢ booklets of 20/40, NYC
Mar. 8  Priority mail
       $4.05 sgl., Washington, DC
Mar. 8  Express mail
       $14.40 sgl., Washington, DC
Mar. 8  Buckeye butterfly
       24¢ sgl. booklet, Washington, DC
Mar. 8  Dr. Jonas Salk
       63¢ sgl., Washington, DC
Mar. 8  Dr. Albert Sabin
       87¢ sgl., Washington, DC
Mar. 8  Liberty & Flag
       39¢ water-activated, coil, DC
Mar. 16  Crops of Americas
       39¢ sgl., booklet (9 designs), New York, NYC
Mar. 17  True Blue Love
       39¢ sgl., booklet, New York, NY
Apr. 1  Benjamin Franklin
       39¢ pane of 20 (four designs), Philadelphia, PA
Apr. 7  Sugar Ray Robinson
       39¢ sgl., Detroit, MI
Apt. ? Florida Wetland
       39¢ sgl, 10 designs, Everglades, FL
Apr. 21  The Art of Disney
       39¢ pane of 20 (four designs), Lake Buena Vista, FL
May. 17  Amber Alert
       39¢ sgl., Washington, DC
mid May Katherine Porter
       39¢ sgl., Killeen, TX & College Park, MD
May 27  Wonders of America
       39¢ pane of 40 designs, DC
May 28  400th Anniversary of Champlain Survey
       39¢ sgl. s/s of 4 (two 39¢ U.S., two 51¢ Canada), joint issue with Canada, Washington, DC & Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia
May 29  Washington 2006 s/s
       $8 face value s/s (3 designs), DC
May 30  Distinguished American Diplomats
       39¢ s/s of six designs, DC
Jun. 8  Judy Garland
       39¢ sgl., New York, NY
Jul. 13  Baseball Sluggers
       39¢ pane of 20 (four designs), New York, NY

2006 Canada New Issues

Jan. 6  Year of the Dog
       51¢ sgl., $1.49 s/s
Jan. 12  Queen’s birthday
       51¢ sgl.
Feb. 3  Winter Olympics
       51¢ se-tenant pair
Mar. 8  Ontario Horticultural Association Centennial
       51¢ pane of 8 (four designs)
Apr. 3  Birthdays
       51¢ sgl,
Apr. 7  Dorothy Knowles
       51¢ sgl., $1.40 s/s (51/89¢)
Apr. 21  Queen’s birthday
       $1.49 s/s of 2
Apr. ?  McClelland & Stewart 100th Anniversary
       51¢ sgl.
Apr. ?  Canadian Labour Congress, 50th anniversary
       51¢ sgl.
May ?  Museum of Civilization 150th Anniversary
       51¢ sgl.
May 26  Fay Wray
       51¢ sgl.
May 28  Champlain’s Survey
       400th Anniversary
       51¢ sgl, s/s of 4 (two 37 U.S., two 51¢ Canada), joint issue with U.S.
Jun. ?  Vancouver Aquarium 50th anniversary
       51¢ booklet of 8 (two designs)
       51¢ sgl.
Jun. 28  Canadian Forces Snowbirds
       51¢ pane of 8 (two designs),
Jul. ?  Mountaineering
       51¢ sgl.
Jul. ?  World Lacrosse
       51¢ sgl.
Aug. ?  Duck Decoys
       51¢ pane of 16 (four designs)
Aug. ?  Wine and Cheese
       51¢ pane of 16 (four designs)
Sep. ?  Opera
       51¢ pane of 16 (four designs),
Sep. ?  McDonald University Centennial
       51¢ sgl.
Oct. ?  Endangered Species
       51¢ pane of 16 (four designs)
Oct. ?  Society of Graphic Designers of Canada 50th Anniversary
       51¢ sgl.
Nov. ?  Christmas Cards
       51¢ booklet of 6 (two designs),
89¢ booklet of 6 (one design),
$1.49 booklet of 6 (one design)
Nov. ?  Christmas Traditional
       51¢ booklet of 12
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Buffalo Stamp Club Presents

BUFPEX 2006

Buffalo’s Oldest and Largest Stamp Show
Honoring 60 Years of VFW Leonard Post 6251

Exhibition, Bourse & More
Free Admission, Parking & Door Prizes – Lunch Available Both Days

10 a.m. to 5 p.m., Saturday, March 4
10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Sunday, March 5

Autumn Stamp Fest – 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, Nov. 18

VFW Leonard Post 6251
2450 Walden Avenue, Cheektowaga, New York

46th Annual Dansville
Coin-O-Rama

40 Dealer Tables: Coins • Stamps • Sports Cards
Door Prizes, Food and Refreshments

10 A.M. to 4 P.M. Sunday, April 30
Dansville Senior High School, North Main Street

Annual Raffle
1st — $10 Gold Piece  2nd — 10 Silver Dollars
3rd — Prestige Proof Set  4th — 2005 Proof Set
5th — 2005 State Quarters Proof Set

Sponsored by Dansville and Perry-Warsaw Coin and Stamp Clubs
Some Good Ideas Worth Stealing

Those who carefully peruse the club pages in the Stamp Insider can find many beneficial ideas worth stealing for their own club. The following suggestions were compiled from this issue.

E-mail newsletter: Buffalo Stamp Club is offering its members the alternative of receiving its newsletter by e-mail in PDF (Adobe Acrobat) format. The Stamp Insider is already available online in PDF format at www.nystampclubs.org. The concept could be carried a step further by using e-mail to notify members of clubs changes in meeting dates or other timely information.

Open house with a plus: Leatherstocking Stamp Club in Cooperstown recently sought to attract new members through a What Have You Got night. The public was invited to bring philatelic material about which they have questions to be answered by club members who were to share their knowledge and expertise.

Other ideas that could be pursued in attracting new members might include offering free starter kits, a coffee and cake meeting, and a Dutch treat dinner at a local restaurant. To ensure that the event is successful, it should be publicized well in advance in the local papers.

Dollars for charity: Dansville Area Coin & Stamp Club conducted its annual Project Christmas Auction to raise funds for the Dansville American Legion’s program to help people in need during the holidays. The auction raised more than $400 for the Legion’s charity. Helping local charities rewards clubs with much-needed publicity.

Cover committee: Finger Lakes Stamp Club has an established Cover Committee to plan club-produced covers for the year. Most of the output by the club and its youth affiliate, the All-Star Stamp Club, are first day covers. Other clubs with active cover programs include Elmira, Syracuse, and Uncle Sam.

Presentation pieces: Syracuse Stamp Club has taken cover issuance one step further by presenting a framed set of the club’s Distinguished Marines first day covers to the Syracuse VA Medical Center. Such artwork reflects the club’s commitment to the community.

Youth and school clubs: Federation members have been asked for assistance in establishing two new youth-oriented clubs — one in for an elementary school in Niskayuna and the other for a home school group in the Rome area. The former was inspired by Robert Finnegan’s Youth & Philately column. The home school group has asked Lavinia Tilton, treasurer of the Fort Stanwix Stamp Club, to help it organize a club. Other clubs with youth programs include Finger Lakes, Tri-County, and Utica.
A Call For Action — Not Reaction

On a positive note for this time period, the New England American Stamp Dealers Association chapter (NEASDA) recently approved the donation of $500 to our Federation in recognition of the improved job we are accomplishing with the Stamp Insider over the last two years. Kudos to our editor, Al Starkweather and his able staff of writers and assistants, especially Heather Sweeting, second in command, and the unheralded efforts of distribution by John A. Cali. This fact and the continued high advertisement support we are achieving through Al Starkweather’s solitary and tireless efforts are noteworthy and appreciated.

On a negative note, I note with dismay the recent announcement that the Central New York Show held at the Turning Stone Casino will not be held due to lack of sufficient volunteers in the sponsoring clubs. I am reversing this decision and plan to sponsor a Federation show with the help of Federation members, at the same location on the first week of October. Details are yet to be worked out. I will keep you informed.

- I am soliciting the officers of a volunteer club or clubs to be in charge of exhibits and would desire it to be all or one of the following clubs: Syracuse, Rochester, Buffalo, Elmira, Olean, or Albany who have previous experience and whose job it will be to get exhibitors, get the frames, setup and tear down and solicit awards.
- I already have appointed myself in charge of the dealers bourse and have the commitment of NEASDA that they will host the bourse with some of their 25 dealer members, in addition to our own local and regional dealers.
- I am soliciting anyone experienced to take the lead and be the chairman for the event, along with an inexperienced apprentice to learn and repeat the event next year.
- I am seeking members to assist on the various committees, such as youth, advertising, setup/tear down, food, cachet, meetings etc. E-mail John A. Cali at rocket@dreamscape.com to express your interest in volunteering to lead or support any of these committees.
- I am allocating seed funds to support this effort both for prizes, club assistance, etc., I expect bourse dealer table revenue along with exhibit fees to allow the Federation to see black ink.
- I request the club officers and members of the previously sponsored CNY event to pitch in as we try to rejuvenate the show you created and turn it into a Federation-sponsored event. Help us get restarted.

Feel free to share your thoughts on this subject with me and let me know what you can do to help. E-mail me at nunesnook@aol.com or call 518-399-8395.
Touching Fellow Philatelists Online

With access to the Internet, even a recluse can communicate with other philatelists. From the comfort of your own home, favorite Wi-Fi (wireless fidelity) hot spot or hotel room there are several ways to connect with other stamp weenies: e-mail, chat rooms, message boards, newsgroups, blogs, and clubs.

Unless you just arrived from another planet, you probably have a fairly good idea of how e-mail is used. In addition to transmitting words electronically, e-mail is a convenient way to share philatelic images.

A chat room is a virtual room in cyberspace where you can communicate with one or more other participants in real time. Typically, one uses an alias or nickname when entering a chat room. Chat rooms can have scheduled or ad hoc sessions. Virtual Stamp Club hosts a stamp chat room, forums.delphiforums.com/stamps/chat, which can be accessed by registering for free at Delphi Forms.

Although real-time conversations can take place on a message board, an immediate response usually isn’t expected by other participants. Messages posted on a message board are archived for obvious reasons. A popular and informative message board hosted by Richard Frajola can be found at kbnnet.com/book/html/frajolaboard.html.

Newsgroups are actually spartan message boards. Messages are text-only, cannot contain attachments and are accessed via mail client rather than Web browser. Philatelic newsgroups tend to have more international participation than chat rooms and message boards, perhaps because sending and receiving text messages is relatively fast and accessible using a dialup ISP. RCSD, rec.collecting.stamps.discuss, is a popular philatelic newsgroup.

The blog (Web log or Weblog) is a one-way flow of information where comments are posted by the author. Allen Bohart’s blog, philatelicbits.com is attractive, user-friendly and informative. Or, you can start your own blog at blogger.com/start.

Both physical and virtual clubs and other organizations can be accessed online. Three of my favorite physical sites are Rochester Philatelic Association, geocities.com/rpastamps, APS, stamps.org, and the Federation, nystampclubs.org. As the name implies, forum host Lloyd de Vries’ Virtual Stamp Club, virtualstampclub.com, is an online club open to the public. It has a message board, chat room and much more. You can participate as a guest or member — and there are no dues! Once you become a member, you’re a member for life.

Not all destinations fall neatly into one of these categories. For example, Michael Mills maintains a great Web site at glassinesurfer.com/newstips.shtml. Gotta go — surf’s up!
WAR & PEACE MAIL SALE
Covers, France & Colonies, Spain & Colonies

• Art
• Boy Scouts
• Columbus
• Composers
• Fr. S. Antarctica
• Lions Int’l.

• Dr. Hansen
• Leprosy
• Marine Life
• Medicine
• Nature
• Olympics

• Paintings
• Personalities
• Rotary
• Space
• United Nations
• UPU

Write or call today to discuss your personal interests.

E. JOSEPH McCONNELL, INC.
★ MAIL SALES ★
P.O. Box 683 • Monroe, NY 10949-0035
Phone 845-496-5916 • Fax 845-782-0347
ejstamps@gmail.com • www.ejmconnell.com

Syracuse Stamp, Coin & Collectibles Show
Central New York’s largest philatelic show. Dealers to buy, sell, trade stamps, coins, covers, post cards, paper collectibles.

10 A.M. — 5:00 P.M. APRIL 8
10 A.M. — 4:30 P.M. APRIL 9

Holiday Inn
Thruway Exit 35 — Carrier Circle
More Shows at the Same Location
September 10 • November 11–12

Contact Ed Bailey
P.O. Box 2338, Syracuse, NY 13220-2338
Phone 315-452-0593
An Out-of-The World Theme

Collecting space can be a great addition to your philatelic interests and shouldn’t force you to get another job to pay for it. Subjects include Goddard, the astronauts, Sputnik, Pioneer Mercury, Apollo, Viking, Explorer, Gemini, Skylab, Soyuz, and the shuttle. If you are old enough to remember the Ed Sullivan Show or All In The Family, you have a better than average knowledge of the space program. Philately and space went hand in hand through the 20th century.

One of my favorites is Pioneer. From 1958 to 1978, NASA launched 13 Pioneer flights to explore the solar system. Two of them — Pioneer 10 and 11 — had an additional purpose.

Pioneer 10 was launched March 2, 1972. Among other successes, it sent back information on the asteroid belt and gave us the first close-up images of Jupiter. This data lead to the conclusion that it is a liquid planet. Pioneer 11 was launched April 5, 1972. The last contact with Pioneer 10 was Jan. 22, 2003 and the last contact with Pioneer 11 was in November 1995.

What is special about Pioneer 10 and 11 is that they are presently heading — in almost opposite directions — into deep space with a special message. Both probes carry A Message from Earth — gold plaques designed by Carl Sagan and Frank Drake and drawn by Linda Salzman Sagan. The plaques depict images of man and woman, a representation of a hydrogen atom, a map of our solar system with an indication of which planet the craft came from, and a map of the Milky Way galaxy pointing to our solar system.

It will take about two million years for the probes to get close to other stars. The idea is that if there is anyone out there, and if they are as scientifically advanced as we are, with a basic knowledge of chemistry and mathematics, they will be able to read the plaque. The plaque is not written in English or Russian, or even Martian. The plaque is written in the language of science, specifically binary code, the same as your pocket calculator or home computer. A hydrogen atom or counting digits is the same anywhere in the universe.

I wonder if you could say that Pioneer carries the first intergalactic post card?
Our Pledge to You

We have assisted thousands of stamp collectors over the past 23+ years in realizing their goals. We are happy to serve the beginner and specialist alike. Our reputation as one of the world’s leading buyers of philatelic properties, combined with our staff of experts, consistently yields a stunning inventory of worldwide treasures. When the time comes to sell your collection, accumulation or dealer stock, you can be assured of getting top dollar.

Buying and Selling


You are always welcome to visit us, but please call first so that we can devote our time to you. We have 6,500 square feet of stamps!

Henry Gitner Philatelists, Inc.
Philately — The Quiet Excitement!
P.O. Box 3077 / 53 Highland Ave.
Middletown, New York 10940

www.hgitner.com e-mail hgitner@hgitner.com

We accept Visa, MasterCard, Discover, Amex
U.S. SEMIPOSTAL ISSUES SUPPORT WORTHY CAUSES

In 1996 the United States Postal Service issued a Breast Cancer Awareness stamp (Scott #3081) depicting the figure of a woman, somewhat strangely shown from the back, with a pink ribbon on her shoulder. Just two years later USPS issued a Breast Cancer Research stamp (Scott #B1). This one showed a woman from the front, perhaps a bit more logically, but sufficiently abstract that it would be hard for the most prudish among us to be offended by it.

Why two breast cancer stamps so close together? Well, there is an important difference between these two stamps. The first, like other U.S. awareness stamps such as the 1993 AIDS Awareness (Scott #2806), 1999 Prostate Cancer Awareness (Scott #3315), and 2001 Diabetes Awareness (Scott #3503), are ordinary commemorative stamps, meant to draw attention to specific good causes, but not to do anything about them.

The Breast Cancer Research stamp, on the other hand, is a semipostal stamp, which actually raises money for government research to find better treatments and an eventual cure for breast cancer. The buyer pays a premium of a few cents over the cost of postage. The exact amount has varied as this stamp has endured through rate changes, but it has always been less than 10 cents a stamp. It originally was 32 cents for first class postage and eight cents for research.

Those extra pennies go to fund research. How much can a few cents matter? Well, since 1998 those pennies have added up to almost $48 million dollars! And the stamp was recently authorized to remain on sale for another two years, so you still have a chance to add your pennies to the effort to defeat this terrible disease.

The U.S. has since issued two other semipostal stamps, one in 2002 honoring the Heroes of 2001, i.e., the rescue workers killed on 9/11 (Scott #B2), and the other in 2003 to fund efforts to Stop Family Violence (Scott #B3). Neither was as popular as the breast cancer semipostal, and both have already gone off sale. Both of these were 37 cents for first class postage and eight cents for the charity.
WANTED: SPECIALIZED COLLECTIONS

While we like to buy specialized collections and rarities individually, we do buy material of all types. Most of our buying comes from the dealers whom most of you know, and we pay their prices after they buy from you, the collector! So doesn’t it make sense to call us first and check our interests? If we cannot personally visit you at your home or office, we will have one of our trusted associate dealers do so to give you first class service which people have come to expect from Quality Investors, Ltd., my firm since 1969. Call with confidence as we are members in good standing of ASDA, PTS, CCNY, APS [Life Member], USSS, USPSS, and others.

To Make a Confidential Appointment, Please Call Me At:

Robert Markovits, President
Quality Investors, Ltd.
P.O. Box 891 Q
Middletown, NY 10940
845-343-2174; fax 845-343-9008
E-mail: rlmarkovits@aol.com

The APS Champion of Champions for 1999

P.S.: I personally collect U.S. Special Delivery Stamps, Proofs, Essays, and Postal History of the World … I look forward to buying this material from you at top prices as well.
The Stamps of Charade: Imagined and Real

Philately is a curious hobby. It seems to afflict its victims with a species of mania. I don’t doubt these stamp collecting fellows would murder each other for one of the things.
— Ellery Queen

By Daniel Piazza

**Charade.** Director Stanley Donen. With Cary Grant and Audrey Hepburn. Also starring Walter Matthau, George Kennedy, and James Coburn. A Universal release, 1963.

Warning: Plot details follow, but the film’s ending is not revealed.

*Charade*, a blockbuster when it premiered at New York City’s Radio City Music Hall on Dec. 5, 1963, was perhaps the quirkiest film of the 1960s. It is one-third romance, one-third screwball comedy, and one-third Hitchcockian film noir. Further complicating matters, the characters are constantly changing their names and identities — Cary Grant assumes four different names in two days! Philatelists, however, remember the film because a collection of rare stamps is key to the plot.

Audrey Hepburn stars as Regina Lampert, a Paris socialite who resolves to divorce her unaffectionate older husband, Charles. Before she can do it, however, the police find Charles’ body alongside the Paris–Bordeaux rail line. Three mysterious men appear at his funeral and begin to stalk his widow. Hamilton Bartholomew of the CIA (Walter Matthau) summons Regina to the American Embassy and tells her that Charles was wanted for stealing $250,000 from the United States government during World War II. The three men and the government all want the fortune — and they will not let Regina rest until she produces it.

She does not have it, however, and calls an acquaintance named Peter Joshua (Cary Grant) to help her find it. With Joshua’s prodding, Regina remembers the last appointment in her husband’s date book: *Thursday, Five p.m., Jardin des Champs-Élysées.* Regina and Joshua (now calling himself Adam Canfield after a brief stint as Alex Dyle) stake the place out and discover that it is a weekly outdoor stamp market. When Canfield enters the market, a nondescript envelope found in Charles’ effects — one letter, stamped but unsealed, addressed — suddenly takes on new significance for him. The three stamps on the envelope are the fortune!

Regina has given the stamps to her best friend’s little boy, a budding philatelist. The trail leads to the home of a dignified, elderly stamp dealer, Monsieur Félix (Paul Bonifas), to whom the boy has traded the stamps for a large worldwide mixture. As M. Félix produces the stamps...
JOHN J. NUNES PRESENTS

THREE GREAT VENUES

RS STAMP SHOW

Door Prizes • Free Parking • 19 Dealers
10 a.m.–4 p.m. Sunday, March 5
Also June 4, September 3, and December 3
Eagles Club #52, 100 Buffalo Rd. (Rt. 33), Rochester, NY
Thruway Exits 45 or 47, take I-490 to Exit 7A (Rt. 33 East),
go 1.7 miles east to the Eagles Club on the left

CAPITAL DISTRICT STAMP & MANIA SHOWS

Stamps • Post Cards • Covers • Supplies • Free Admission & Parking
Post Card Mania 8
9 a.m.–4 p.m. Sunday, November 19

Monthly Show
10 a.m.–4 p.m. March 19
Also April 16, May 21, June 18, July 16, August 20, September 17,
October 15, and December 17
All Shows At Clarion Hotel, 3 Watervliet Ave., Albany, NY
Just Off I-90 Exit 5, 4 Miles East of Thruway Exit 24

GREAT BARRINGTON PAPER MANIA SHOW

Covers • Stamps • Post Cards • Ephemera
10 a.m.–4 p.m. Sunday, June 25
Also July 23, August 27, and November 26
Berkshire South Community Center, 15 Crissey Rd.,
Great Barrington, MA (off Rt. 7)

CONTACT JOHN J. NUNES
80 FREDERICKS ROAD, SCOTIA, NY 12302
518•399•8395 • E-MAIL NUNESNOOK@AOL.COM
and reverently intones their identities and histories, the experienced philatelist will recognize them as thinly disguised versions of some of the world’s greatest philatelic rarities.

On the left is an unused stamp the dealer identifies as *De Gula Fyraskillingen*, a Swedish yellow four shilling of 1854 (despite the fact that it is appears to be red). Félix tells Regina that it is worth about $85,000. This is a reference to the world’s most valuable stamp, the only known copy of the Swedish three-shilling yellow color error of 1855, last sold in 1996 for the equivalent of nearly $2 million. The Treskilling Yellow, as the stamp is often called, is postally used, so an unused copy would be quite a find indeed!

In the middle is a specimen M. Félix calls *The Hawaiian Blue* and values at $65,000. He tells Regina that in 1894, the stamp’s owner was murdered by another collector. The stamp is, in fact, a strikingly good facsimile of the Hawaiian Missionaries of 1851–53 except that it is denominated at 3¢, a value not in the original series. An unused copy of the real 2¢ value, however, was at the center of a murder scandal. In 1892, Gaston Leroux (a Parisian philatelist not to be confused with the author of *Le Fantôme de l’Opéra*) was murdered by Hector Giroux, a collector desperate to complete his Hawaiian collection. Giroux was later guillotined for the crime. This *Parisian murder* stamp last sold in 1995 for $660,000.

The stamp on the right, according to the elderly dealer, is *the masterpiece*. He calls it the *Gazette Moldov* and explains that it is the most valuable stamp in the world at $100,000. Its value, he continues, stems from the fact that it was “printed by hand on colored paper.” The allusion here is to the *Bull’s Head* stamps of Moldavia, released in two issues during 1858 and 1859. Although some of these stamps are scarce, they were never the world’s most valuable. The more common lower denominations can still be picked up for about $100, and philatelic writer Michael Mills has said that he believes the stamp shown in *Charade* may be a genuine copy with the denomination altered to 82 parales, a value not in the actual set.

Félix tells Regina that he fully expected the stamps’ owner to come looking for them; he only traded the worldwide mixture in order to “buy some time” alone with them. He returns the stamps to her with a shrug, saying only: “For a few minutes they were mine — that is enough.” When she offers to purchase the mixture for her girlfriend’s son, Félix tallies the price: “350 European, 200 Asian, 175 American, 100 African, and 12 Princess Grace commemorative — which comes to ten francs.” This is philately’s more mundane side!

Continued on Page 20
Shows for ’06

Stamps, Coins & Postcards
BUYING, SELLING, FREE APPRAISALS, EXHIBITS, COINS, TOKENS, STAMPS, CURRENCY, POSTCARDS & OTHER COLLECTIBLES

Columbus Banquet Hall
Knights of Columbus
2735 Union Road, Cheektowaga
(New York State Thruway Exit 52A)

SPRING CONVENTION
(FORMERLY CHECOPEX)
10 AM to 5 PM Saturday, April 22
10 AM to 4 PM Sunday, April 23

FALL CONVENTION
October 7–8

MONTHLY BOURSE
STAMPS, COINS, POSTCARDS & CURRENCY AUCTION
10 AM to 3:30 PM —
March 12, May 21, June 18, Sept. 17, Oct. 15, Nov. 19 & Dec. 17

REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE • FREE ADMISSION • FREE PARKING
Information Call 716-741-9344

Sponsored by Buffalo Numismatic Association, Inc.
Collecting Stamp Boxes

By George McGowan

Soon after the introduction of the first postage stamp in 1840 entrepreneurs were providing secure ways of keeping track of them. A penny was a valuable sum at that time, and considering the size and fragility of the postage stamps, stamp boxes, as we call them, became a necessity. The manufacturing of fancy little boxes for matches, snuff, and spices was well established, and the conversion to one, two, or three little compartments with a curved bottom was very easy. If a box doesn’t have the characteristic curved bottom for easy retrieval, it is probably not a stamp box.

Later, with the introduction of convenient street mailboxes and home delivery, a trip to the post office became less frequent. People began to buy stamps in advance, which brought with it a need to store these valuable small pieces of paper. This period from the late 19th century through the beginning of the 20th century was the most popular time for stamp boxes.

Stamp boxes were provided for every class of people. The rich purchased them from such jewelers as Tiffany and Fabergé in Paris, New York, and London. Everyone else got theirs from catalogs, general stores, and home crafts. They were also very popular give aways from insurance companies, and could be purchased as a souvenir at most tourist attractions.

Stamp boxes can be found made from every possible material — gold, silver, brass, copper, aluminum, leather, china, ivory, glass, jade, wood, paper, and in combination. They appear in the form of jewelry like necklaces, desk sets, pocket folders, and for single stamps and coil rolls. Some even have engravings of real stamps used in its design.

Collecting stamp boxes is a lot like collecting stamps. You can collect by metal or material, by country of origin, by time period, by artist or jeweler, or by design. Finding these little gems can be fun and a bit challenging. You are much more likely to find a stamp box at an antique store than at a stamp show.

Along with postal scales, moistening devices, and other postal go withs, a collection stamp boxes can be a nice addition to the stamp room.

Stamp Boxes for Hockey Fans — See Page 20
We provide our readers with colorful, original articles written by the experts...

- **Covers**
  - Doug Finch
- **The Business of Doing Business in Antiques**
  - Ed Welch
- **Calendar of Events**
- **The Wonderful World of Coins**
  - James C. Johnston, Jr.
- **Celebrity Collector**
  - Ken Hall
- **The Civil War Collector**
  - John Sexton
- **Collecting Old and Rare Books**
  - James Dawson
- **Website-ings**
  - Mike McLeod
- **Ken’s Korner**
  - Ken Hall
- **Antiques Shop Finder**
- **The Kovels on Collecting**
  - Ralph & Terry Kovel
- **Flea Market Guide**
- **Gavels ’n’ Paddles**
  - Results of Auctions

---

**Some of America’s most attractive stamps are in Revenue Philately.**

America’s 19th century revenue stamps are artfully-created tiny pieces of history and are terrific fun to collect. We have them in all price ranges. You can easily view our entire stock of United States and Canadian revenue stamps by going to our large website—then click to go to our Online Catalog. View full color images and purchase safely and securely with your credit card. Also: send for our large printed price list which includes everything we offer.

**Eric Jackson**

P.O. Box 728 • Leesport PA 19533-0728
(610) 926-6200 • Fax: (610) 926-0120 • Email: eric@revenuer.com

www.ericjackson.com

Visit our eBay Store:

www.stores.ebay.com/Eric-Jackson-Revenue-Stamps

---

Twelve Monthly Issues
$25/year (USA only)
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
888-698-0734
www.journalofantiques.com

---
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Charade — Continued from Page 16

Despite the film’s offbeat nature, Look magazine called it “probably the best American film” of 1963. Part of the reason for Charade’s success was its all-star cast and crew. It was Cary Grant’s last really good work; he retired in 1966 after making two more rather forgettable films. The Oscar-winning duo of Henry Mancini and Johnny Mercer provided the film’s score and lyrics, respectively. Moreover, Audrey Hepburn, fresh from her unforgettable performance as Holly Golightly in Breakfast at Tiffany’s, was now starring in what turned out to be her most successful film to that point — Charade took in more than $6 million at the box office.

It is fitting that all four of these Hollywood legends who worked on Charade have been honored with their own commemorative stamps. The 37¢ Henry Mancini commemorative, issued on April 13, 2004, includes Charade in a list of films on which he worked (look just under the tip of his baton). When David Fineman, chairman of the USPS Board of Governors, spoke at the June 11, 2003 first day of issue for the Hepburn commemorative, he called Charade “a movie about a mysterious rare stamp starring a one-of-a-kind actress … the best kind of film!”

Fineman was correct — Stanley Donen’s Charade is truly a philatelist’s philm.

Can readers suggest any other films or popular novels where the world of stamps and philately figures prominently? Send your ideas to webmaster@syracusestampclub.org.

References

Information about the real stamps that inspired the ones in Charade can be found in Volume 1 of Donna O’Keefe, Linn’s Philatelic Gems (Sidney, OH: Amos Press, c. 1989). Michael Mills’ analysis of the “Gazette Moldov” stamp appears in his “Glassine Surfer” column for the November 1998 issue of the American Philatelist. The story of Gaston Leroux’s murder may be found in Scott’s Stamp Monthly 15:10 (August 1997) p. 87. David Fineman’s remarks at the Audrey Hepburn FDOI ceremony can be found at www.usps.gov.
UPSTATE’S LEADING
UNITED STATES DEALER

For over 16 years STEVE MALACK STAMPS has been in business
BUYING and SELLING Quality U.S. Stamps and Coins.
Whether you are BUYING or SELLING contact STEVE MALACK STAMPS today!
SEE OUR WEBSITE
with over 8000 COLOR PHOTOS and 3000 AUCTION LOTS

WWW.MALACK.COM
INTEGRITY – VALUE – SERVICE – QUALITY

STEVE MALACK STAMPS
P.O. Box 5628 Endicott, NY 13763  607-862-9441 (phone/Fax)
BUYING / SELLING U.S. STAMPS and COINS

BEJJCO of Florida, Inc.
Arnold H. Selengut

U.S. & WORLDWIDE
Stamps and Covers
FDCs, Flights, U.S. & Foreign Postal History
All Continents, All Countries

From 20¢ to $100s, Mint and Used
Let us help you fill those empty spaces.
See us at a Stamp Show, or send us your Want List.

E-mail: arnsel@worldnet.att.net
P.O. Box 16681  Temple Terrace, FL 33687  (813) 980-0734
It’s the Olympics, the Super Bowl, and the World Series of Philately all wrapped into one. This is how Thomas M. Fortunato, Media Communications Committee chair for Washington 2006 (W2006), describes the forthcoming World Philatelic Exhibition. The Rochester native is in charge of publicity and public relations for the once-a-decade exposition sanctioned by the Fédération Internationale de Philatélie (FIP). Also supported by the U.S. Postal Service, American Philatelic Society, American Stamp Dealers Association, and membership contributions, W2006 takes place May 27–June 3 at the new Washington, DC, Convention Center.

According to Fortunato, a Rochester Philatelic Association member and former president, W2006 Executive Director Gordon C. Morison asked him in early 2001 to head the Media Communications Committee. “I’ve known Gordon for many years,” he said, “because of his Rochester connections.”

In addition to sending out numerous press releases promoting the event, Fortunato provides regular member updates and maintains the show’s Internet site. The periodic updates, packed with the latest details about all aspects of the world-class exhibition, began primarily as a member newsletter. Fortunato said that early in the planning process, donations were solicited to help finance the show. Donors became members, and originally the updates were created as a service for them. Now the updates are available to everyone.

A stamp collector since age 6, when he inherited a next-door neighbor’s “20 pounds plus of leftover stamps,” Fortunato says he is a worldwide collector, but has specialized “in a lot of different things” including ceramics and glass. His interest in these subjects stems from his studies at Alfred University, from which he graduated as a ceramic engineer. An exhibit on ceramics — one of several thematic exhibits he has done — garnered a gold in a national show. “I’ll compete at the international level for the first time at Washington 2006,” he said.

Fortunato’s exhibit will be among the roughly 640 competitive exhibits at the mega-show. But there’s much more than exhibits at W2006. Among the myriad happenings, according to Fortunato, will be buckets of stamps for kids, new worldwide issues at face value from the issuing postal administrations, and many society meetings, conventions, and...

Continued on Page 24
Washington 2006—the next great international stamp show—will soon be here!

This souvenir sheet will be issued by the USPS at the show

Come to this only-once-a-decade show to see the great rarities!
Tens of millions of dollars worth of stamps and covers!

Washington DC Convention Center May 27 to June 3, 2006
200 dealers from 20 countries and 100+ postal administrations
5 great auctions—everything you want in stamps and postal history
U.S. and other countries’ first day ceremonies with free programs and autographs
3,800 competitive frames and literature entries from 60 countries
Selected portions of the Queen Elizabeth II Collection
Bring the kids to view history and heroes in a gigantic youth area, and to play games
on the coolest, newest computer kiosks, and take a 3-D tour of the
“largest, fastest, loudest, longest, deepest” Wonders of America

Sponsored by:
United States Postal Service
American Philatelic Society
American Stamp Dealers Association
Fédération Internationale de Philatélie (FIP)
Members of Washington 2006

Register now (it’s free)
www.washington-2006.org
See you there!
seminars. “If you want to spend millions of dollars for something that’s up for auction, you can do that, too,” he said. “There’s literally something for everyone.”

An account manager for Sutherland Global Services marketing group in Pittsford, where he has been employed for the past 13 years, Fortunato devotes much of his spare time to promoting philately. A regional and national APS judge, he has written numerous articles and columns. Fortunato is the special events coordinator for the Rochester Philatelic Association, and was three-time chair for Ropex, an APS World Series of Philately stamp show. He’s handled publicity and PR for several groups, including the Cover Collectors Circuit Club and the International Society of Worldwide Collectors. An APS life member, he has served as Chapter Activities Chairman for the past eight years. He also holds life memberships in the American Topical Association and the American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors.

Fortunato’s hobbies include music and designing and maintaining web sites. He is a Webmaster for several personal sites, non-profit organizations, and “the Web’s largest amateur wrestling reference site.” He has sung and traveled internationally with the Greece (New York) Choral Society for about 24 years.

He has advice for those who plan to attend the show. “If you’ve never been to an international show,” he said, “it can be overwhelming. There’s simply so much to see.” His advice: “Try to set an agenda. Give yourself enough time to see the highlights — maybe the first day ceremonies, or the rarer stamps, such as the Queen’s collection.”

Whether you spend eight days or eight hours at W2006, you’re sure to find something of interest. “It’s a show for everybody,” Fortunato reiterated, “I encourage everybody to come.”

**Ann Triggle, Awards Committee Chair**

Ann Triggle, a native of the United Kingdom who now hails from Clarence, near Buffalo, predicts that the *Washington 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition* “will be a most spectacular event.”

Because she had served as Pacific 97 Awards Chairman, Triggle said she was approached about serving in the same capacity for W2006. She accepted and took over her duties in 2001. Triggle noted, “The Awards Committee has to cast a worldwide net for special prizes. Selection of the mint and the medals also come under our wing.”

The committee reportedly chose Northwest Territorial Mint of Auburn, WA, for the *Washington 2006* exhibit medals, which have been designed by Richard Sheaff. Many exceptional and unusual prizes have also been donated.
We Are Now Buying!

Collections, Coins, Currency, Postcards, Stamps, Covers, Sports & Non-Sports Trading Cards, and Autographs

Fully Guaranteed Appraisals

10 a.m.–4 p.m. Tuesday–Friday; 11 a.m.–5 p.m. Saturday; Closed Sunday & Monday

Mideastern Galleries LLC

Joseph O. Christofaro, Yon Christofaro & William Lambert

607 East Dominick Street, Rome, NY 13440
Phone: 315-339-1628 • Cell: 315-832-1680
E-mail: Mideastern@verizon.net

The Unbeatable...

$9

Subscription Offer!

JUST $9.00 EACH!!

- 21 weeks of “Mekeel’s & Stamps”, America’s only weekly stamp magazine (Regularly $18.50)
- 8 months of “U.S. Stamp News”, the only magazine for all U.S. Stamp collectors! (Regularly $16.75)

$16.00 FOR BOTH!

To take advantage of this offer, circle which magazine(s) you want and send with $9 for one or $16 for both. (Offer valid for U.S. addresses only.)

For credit cards, indicate card # & expiration date:

SEND TO: Stamp News-e,
42 Sentry Way
Merrimack, NH 03054
800-635-3351, fax 603-424-7556
email: stampnews@aol.com
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Washington 2006 Still Seeking Stamp Donations

Donations of stamps to be used as handouts to visitors continue to be accepted in any quantity, separated into four categories: on- or off-paper U.S., or on- or off-paper worldwide. Place these in envelopes and mail them to W2006 Stamp Zone, c/o Joan Bleakley, 15906 Crest Drive, Woodbridge, VA 22191. These may be sent at any time. Include an e-mail address to be notified when your shipment has arrived.

Washington 2006 — Continued from Page 24

A retired professor at the State University of New York School of Pharmacy at the University at Buffalo, Triggle’s interest in philately was kindled when she was 11 years old. That interest has now been narrowed to “mainly postal markings and covers.”

On Aug. 6, 2005, Triggle was one of three recipients of the John N. Luff Awards, the highest recognition accorded by the APS. During the StampShow awards banquet in Grand Rapids, Michigan, Triggle received the award for Outstanding Service to the APS.

Having served as APS vice president from 2001 to 2003, Triggle simultaneously served on the Board of Directors at the Royal Philatelic Society Canada (RPSC) and acted as liaison between APS and RPSC. She has chaired the APS Awards Committee, and has been vice chairman and is presently chairman of the Committee on the Accreditation of National Exhibitions and Judges. Triggle has represented the APS at the FIP Thematic Commission since 1996, and was elected to the five-member FIP Thematic Bureau in 2000, a position she still holds. She has also co-authored text for beginning exhibitors, which she uses in teaching an APS correspondence course on exhibiting.

Along with W2006 President and fellow Great Britain Collectors Club member Michael D. Dixon, Triggle served as a commissioner for Stamp Show 2000 in London. A seminar speaker at local, regional, and national levels for both the APS and the ATA, she is an exhibitor, as well as an APS accredited judge. She is also accredited to judge both postal history and thematics at the international level.

Triggle lives part of the year in Sarasota, FL, and is an active member of several APS chapters: the Buffalo Stamp Club, Rochester Philatelic Association, and Sarasota Philatelic Club. She is also active in the Royal Philatelic Society of London and is a member of the National Postal Museum Council of Philatelists. Additionally, she has served on the committees of two APS World Series of Philately Stamp Shows: Ropex and Sarasota National Stamp Exhibition. Her next assignment is as a judge for Aripex 2006, the APS World Series of Philately Show scheduled for Feb. 10–12, in Mesa, AZ. In May she’ll be heading to the Washington, DC Convention Center at 801 Mt. Vernon Place, for the colossal World Philatelic Exhibition.

Editor’s Note: For the latest information on all aspects of the show, or to register in advance, log on to www.washington-2006.org, or write to WASHINGTON 2006, P. O. Box 2006, Ashburn, VA 20146-2006, for a brochure.
Big Box of Stuff

One Box...$46.00
Three Boxes...$125.00; Six Boxes...$240
13 Boxes (Baker’s Dozen)...$495

This is one of our most popular selling items! We’ve sold thousands of these lots via our ads in Mekeel’s & Stamps, Linn’s and on eBay; and we receive numerous re-orders! This lot contains a myriad of philatelic material, ranging from pure trash to some exquisite delights that include retired inventory, postcards, QSL cards, covers, stamps, unsold/unclaimed eBay lots, FDC’s, navals, events, foreign and U.S. commercial covers. No two boxes are exactly alike. The Priority mailing box that holds all this fascinating material measures approximately 12 3/4” long, 11 1/2” wide and 2 1/2” high! Each box contains HUNDREDS of items! We started making these bulk wholesale surprise lots years ago, and they’ve caught on like wildfire!!! You’ll find the good, the bad, and the ugly in this lot. It’s a great lot for people who like to sort out “stuff.” You’ll also like the stamps we use to ship this lot!

TERMS: New York State residents must include sales tax; Payment must accompany all orders, make your check payable to: The Cover Connection; delivery is restricted to addresses in the United States; Offer expires March 1, 2006.

Visit our eBay Store for thousands of exciting items: www.thecoverconnection.com.

Cash Paid For Worldwide Postal History and Historical Letters.

We seek 19th century or earlier, but will consider anything pre-1960, including family correspondences and WWI, WWII soldier’s and war-related mail, individual letters, diaries, ship logs, documents, manuscripts, broadsides, and accumulations of all kinds. We also buy postcards (Pre-1940 U.S. & Worldwide). Also: stampless covers and autographs. Free appraisals, quick decision, and we pay you immediately! We also cover all postage costs.

www.fredschiitm.com

WE BUY HISTORY ON PAPER!

Member: Manuscript Society, ASDA, APS, PTS (London), CSDA (Canada)

Schmitt Investors Ltd.

International Postal History Specialists Since 1953
P.O. Box 387-Ins • Northport NY 11768
Phone: (631) 261-6600 (24 hours)
Fax: (631) 261-7744 • E-Mail: fred@fredschmitt.com
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Every year, the U.S. Postal Service receives more than 50,000 suggestions for stamps on thousands of topics. The Citizens’ Stamp Advisory Committee (CSAC) has the difficult task of choosing and recommending about 25 of these ideas that are both educational and interesting enough to become postage stamps.

Established in 1957, CSAC’s primary goal is to choose subjects for recommendation to the Postmaster General. The committee considers every suggestion, regardless of who makes it or how it is presented, and evaluates the merits of each. It’s a difficult task, since only a limited number of new commemorative items can be issued annually. In addition to the USPS’s extensive line of regular stamps, approximately two dozen new subjects for commemoratives — most of which are suggested by the public — are recommended annually. CSAC members also review and provide guidance on artwork and designs for stamp subjects that are scheduled to be issued.

In February 2002, Postmaster General John E. Potter announced the appointment of two new members to the CSAC. One of those appointees was Watertown native and retired U.S. House of Representatives executive Cary R. Brick. The other appointee was Jean Picker Firstenberg, director and CEO of the American Film Institute (AFI). Postmaster General Potter said at the time, “Their enthusiasm and dedication to public service will greatly benefit the U.S. commemorative stamp program.”

At the time of his retirement in early 2000, Brick was chief of staff for U.S. Rep. John McHugh, R–NY, and senior chief of staff for New York’s 33-member congressional delegation. With more than three decades of legislative and executive branch service in the federal government, he was one of the longest-serving House of Representatives executives. He also served as chief executive officer of Northern New York’s congressional office.

Additionally, as Chief of Staff to the chairman, Brick supervised the staff of the Postal Service Subcommittee of the House Committee on Government Reform and Oversight and participated in the introduction of the first major legislative reform of the U. S. Postal Service in 25 years.

One of 14 members on the CSAC, Brick said his desire to join the influential panel stemmed from his “interest in the process and postal issues.” Like Brick, all committee members are appointed by the Postmaster General. Their backgrounds reflect a wide

Continued on Page 30
WHEN VISITING NEW YORK CITY STOP BY OUR STORE!

NEW YORK’S ONLY STREET LEVEL RETAIL STAMP STORE

432 West 54th Street – New York, NY 10019
Tel: 212.489.8130 ~ Fax: 212.581.8130
Website: www.championstamp.com
E-mail: championstamp@aol.com
Hours: Monday–Friday 10AM to 4PM • Open Late Thursday until 7PM

Visit our store! We Have:

United States & Worldwide Collections • Lots • Covers
• Mystery Cartons • Treasure Chests • Worldwide Counterbooks • Stamp Supplies • and much more!

Friendly & Courteous Service • Dealers Welcome Want Lists & Mail Orders Promptly Filled!

Need to find a great place to eat in NYC? Check out our favorite places for food & drink on our website at www.championstamp.com/dinehere.htm

Shop online at www.championstamp.com
range of educational, artistic, historical, and professional expertise, and they all share an interest in philately and “fulfilling the needs of the mailing public.” According to Brick, members can serve a maximum of four three-year terms. Members are reimbursed for travel expenses and receive a $730 stipend.

A Syracuse University graduate, Brick says he became interested in philately as a teenager. “I am a casual collector,” he said, “with a focus on U.S. history, sports, nature, patriotic, and social awareness stamps.”

Becoming a member of CSAC is another in the long list of Brick’s accomplishments and affiliations. Currently a resident of Clayton on the St. Lawrence River, Brick is an acting village justice and an adjunct professor of political science at Jefferson Community College, Watertown. He remains actively involved in his community, serving as a Jefferson County Chamber of Commerce director, as well as a trustee of several area organizations. He is also a life member of Jefferson County Detachment 753, Marine Corps League in Watertown.

He has received numerous awards and citations from community and veterans’ organizations, educational institutions, and state and local governments for his outstanding leadership, including the Department of the Army’s highest civilian decorations. While serving with three successive Members of Congress, representing New York’s northernmost counties, Brick championed more than 30,000 cases on behalf of individuals and institutions facing problems with federal and state agencies and departments.

Brick attends CSAC meetings four times a year in Washington, DC. At these meetings, the committee considers all new proposals and takes one of two actions: It may reject the new proposal or it may set it aside for consideration for future issuance. If set aside for consideration, the subject remains “under consideration” in a file maintained for the committee. Each new proposed subject is listed on the CSAC’s agenda for its next meeting. Committee members determine if the proposal meets CSAC guidelines, after which they research the subject.

Other members of CSAC are Chairperson Ronald A. Robinson, Vice Chairperson Michael R. Brock, David L. Eynon, Dr. Henry Louis Gates, Jr., Sylvia Harris, I. Michael Heyman, past APS President John M. Hotchner, actor Karl Malden, James Miho, Joan A. Mondale, Richard F. Phelps, and Maria E. Santana.
MARCH 16-19, 2006
Madison Square Garden
34th and 7th Avenue, New York City

Over 80 National & International Dealers,
Postal Administrations, Agencies, Societies & Clubs!

Show Hours
Thursday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Lots of great activities for the whole family!

• First Day Ceremonies for U.S. and UN new issues • Souvenir Card
  • Special Show Cancel • World Series of Philately Exhibition
  • FREE Appraisals • Kids’ Area with computer activities
    and FREE gifts

Free Admission - Bring A Friend

Sponsored by

America’s #1 Spring Stamp Show!
Texas Philatelic Association Youth Contest Winners

Seven students from New York State were among the 23 winners of the Texas Philatelic Association’s 2005 Youth Holiday Cover Contest. The annual event attracted 140 entries from students aged 4 to 14 across the United States. Entrants were asked to draw a stamp for Christmas, Hanukkah, Kwanzaa, Ramadan, or the holiday the entrant’s family recognizes.

First place winners included Shannon Moore, 7, of Brooklyn, who drew Santa’s Reindeer and elves in the 4—8-year-old age group [1]; Jessica Scoones of Deansboro, who drew a manger in the 9-year-old group [2]; and Amy Yao of Niskayuna, who drew a candle lighting up a Christmas tree and tied with a student from Richardson, TX, in the 11-year-old group [3].

Second place winners included Sahir Jaggi of Cohoes, who drew the diya (tealight) for Diwali, the festival of lights, in the 10-year-old group [4]; and Alexandria Alinea of Oriskany Falls, who depicted a puppy alone on Christmas Eve in the 11-year-old group [5]. Jaggi tied with a student from Winter Park, FL.

Third place winners included Shelby Burns of Clinton, who drew sitting by the fire and tied for the award with a student from Winter Park, FL, in the 10-year-old group [6]; and Akanshu Srivastav of Oriskany Falls in the 11-year-old group [7], who explained that “the Nobel prices are awarded in Stockholm, Sweden. The dynamite symbolizes Alfred Nobel, its inventor, and the snow symbolizes winner because the prizes are awarded on Dec. 10.”

Award-Winning Art

NEW UNITED NATIONS 2006 ENDANGERED SPECIES STAMPS

You are invited to attend the United Nations First Day Ceremony at the ASDA Mega-Event on 16 March 2006, at 10.30 a.m.

UNPA staff will be in attendance at the show to offer a wide range of philatelic products.
Mystic’s Stamp Buying Pledge Protects You

Dear Stamp Collector,

When it’s time to sell your stamps you need to know that dealing with Mystic is different. That’s why I created Mystic’s pledge. Here’s our pledge to you in black and white:

• We pledge to pay full market prices for your stamps.
• We pledge to treat you honestly, with respect and professionalism.
• We pledge to tell you the truth.
• We pledge to run accurate advertisements.
• We pledge to pay you “on the spot.”
• We pledge that a Mystic Stamp expert will value your stamps.

We’ve been around for a long time – since 1923 – and we like to be treated – with respect, candor and honesty – like what your stamps are worth. (It may be more than you think.) Call us today and get an excellent price for your stamps along with the first-rate treatment you deserve.

Sincerely,

Don Sundman
Stamp Collector and President
Mystic Stamp Company

We’re looking for the following…

✓ Your Stamps
✓ Rare/High-quality stamps, U.S. and worldwide
✓ Award-winning collections
✓ Entire stamp dealer stocks, store inventory, show dealer and mail order dealer stocks
✓ United States stamp collections
✓ Worldwide country or topical collections
✓ Worldwide new issue stamps
✓ Error stamps
✓ Accumulations and mixed stamps (they don’t need to be organized)
✓ Postage lots
✓ First Day Covers
We Pay More for Your Stamps

Call 800-835-3609

Name__________________________________________________
Street__________________________________________________
City/State/Zip___________________________________________
Phone Number (include area code)
❑ United States  ❑ Worldwide  ❑ Collection  ❑ Accumulation

Approximate value ______________________________________
Based on _____________________________________________
Brief description of stamps________________________________

Mystic Stamp Company
Attention: Buying Department
9700 Mill Street, Camden, N.Y. 13316
Phone: 1-800-835-3609 Fax: 1-800-385-4919
StampBuyer@MysticStamp.com

We Pay More for Your Stamps

Call 800-835-3609

Name__________________________________________________
Street__________________________________________________
City/State/Zip___________________________________________
Phone Number (include area code)
❑ United States  ❑ Worldwide  ❑ Collection  ❑ Accumulation

Approximate value ______________________________________
Based on _____________________________________________
Brief description of stamps________________________________

Mystic Stamp Company
Attention: Buying Department
9700 Mill Street, Camden, N.Y. 13316
Phone: 1-800-835-3609 Fax: 1-800-385-4919
StampBuyer@MysticStamp.com
Easter Seals Arose from Streetcar Accident

By Florence Wright

Easter — a day and a season that represents to many people resurrection and new life. And so it was that, in 1934, Easter was chosen as the time for the sale of seals that would benefit the rehabilitation of crippled children.

From left: The first Easter seal from 1934, 1963 seal showing the lily as the crutch for the crippled child, and the 50th anniversary 1984 seal.

The National Society for Crippled Children was started in 1921 by Ohio Businessman Edgar F. Allen. In 1907 his son died from injuries suffered in a streetcar accident, and might have been saved if there had been adequate medical facilities in the city of Elyria, Ohio. Allen sold his business and devoted his energies and finances to building a hospital. But to his dismay, he found that children with disabilities — crippled and injured — were often hidden from public view and sometimes removed from proper care and rehabilitation.

The Society, needing donations and public support, launched its first Easter seals campaign in the spring of 1934. Designed by J. H. Donahey, a cartoonist/artist for the Cleveland Plain Dealer, the first seal pictured a white cross and a crippled child. He said “Simplicity of design seems appropriate since the crippled child asks simply for the right to live a normal life.”

In 1952, the lily — symbolizing spring — was incorporated as the Easter Seals’ logo, and has appeared on nearly every seal since. By 1967, the Easter seal was so well recognized that the organization formally adopted the name Easter Seals, and so it remains today.

For additional information on Easter Seals, contact Florence Wright, secretary–treasurer of the Christmas Seal and Charity Stamp Society, P.O. Box 18615, Rochester, NY 14618, or e-mail: fwright2@rochester.rr.com.
Britain’s Royal Mail issued Christmas stamps Nov. 1, 2005 with worldwide Madonna and Child paintings. The 68p stamp for the airmail letter rate to non-European Union countries features a 1620 era Indian painting of the Holy Family as Hindus with tilaka, traditional forehead markings. The painting is in Bombay’s Prince of Wales Museum.

The Hindu Forum of Britain labelled the stamp insensitive and demanded its withdrawal because “it showed people who were clearly Hindu worshipping Christ.” The World Hindu Mahasangam branded the image a fake. Royal Mail refused to withdraw the stamp, but by mid-November had instructed the kingdom’s 14,400 post offices not to sell it unless it was specifically requested. Threatened mass demonstrations never materialized.

These groups did not speak for everyone. Indian art historian Ranjit Hoskote examined the painting and found it authentic and inoffensive. A reader of the Indian Deccan Herald newspaper wrote: “As an Indian and a practicing Catholic I am very happy to see the stamp as an excellent fusion of the Indian culture with the Catholic faith.” British Hindus told Ekklesia, a religious news service, they feared “self-appointed community leaders” hoped “to boost their own standing” by “making an issue over nothing.”
Far Away Places with Strange Sounding Names

In my youth group one of the hardest understandings for young philatelists is that there are many countries in the world that do not use English on their postage stamps. Many students are at a loss. Simple stamp identifiers are available and really help in stamp identification.

After my students have a feel for the vastness of planet Earth, we pursue simple activities such as the one below. Obviously, there is a reward for each correct answer. You could also bring in an atlas and have the students locate the identified nation on a map for additional prizes of stamps. I hope your young philatelists can benefit from this activity or one of your own similar designs. It is a good way to refresh our own understanding of foreign stamps as well.

1. Magyar Posta
2. Österreich
3. Deutsche Bundespost
4. Grønland
5. Nippon
6. Bayern
7. CCCP
8. Helvetia
9. Československa
10. Éire
11. Côte d’Ivoire
12. Danmark
13. Island
14. Brasil Correo
15. Polska
A. Germany
B. Switzerland
C. Japan
D. Iceland
E. Czechoslovakia
F. Hungary
G. Denmark
H. Ivory Coast
I. Brazil
J. Austria
K. Poland
L. Ireland
M. Bavaria
N. USSR
O. Greenland

Answers on Page 64
Retro Postmarks Could Enliven U.S. Philately

I have been collecting since the early 1960s and have become disillusioned by the path the U.S. Postal Service is taking. Granted there are several issues that I feel are worth collecting, but the majority are nothing more than labels. I know the Bureau of Printing and Engraving no longer prints stamps. Therefore, most issues are not engraved as in the past.

I see many people using the flag definitive. How blah, how remedial. I think, with enough noise, the Postal Service could revitalize stamp collecting.

Here is my idea: In the 19th century, the cancellations for the United States, Canada, and major European countries were very interesting. The post office could hand stamp at their windows instead of using the current machine cancels. What would they stamp in variety of colors, including black, red, green, and blue? Here is my list:

- Early U.S. and Canada fancy cancels
- England’s Maltese cross
- France’s dotted diamond
- City cancels patterned after early Austria, Germany, and Prussia

Just think of it — The flag definitive would now be more collectible, stamp sales would soar. This would make collecting fun again and even worldwide collectors would like to collect these special retro cancellations.

I collect mainly Czechoslovakia since they use the old engraving method. But now I could collect the definitive stamp with a variety of cancels — Maltese cross, dotted diamond, geometric designs, and whatever other special cancels the USPS came up with.

*Michael Schneider, Tampa, FL*

Editor’s Note: Mr. Schneider is a USPS mail carrier.
Club Welcomes Two New Members

We welcomed new members Phil Smith of Clifton Park and Ernie Paquin of Gansevoort on Jan. 20. Both experienced collectors bring many new ideas to meetings.

Favorite Page and Trading/Selling Nights: Besides our formal speaker programs, we’ve had enthusiastic participation in Favorite Page and Trading/Selling nights. We hope to soon have enough attendees to schedule auctions again.

Cachet Program: On Feb. 17 Conrad Novick and Doc Hanson showed how a FDC is created. Doc does the artwork and suggests the text while Conrad produces and prints the final design. Each attendee was given a finished first day cover.

New Covers: Doc Hanson’s latest Holmes cover features the 37-cent Christmas Cookies Dec. 10 FDC with his original artwork for the opening scene of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s The Adventure of the Blue Carbuncle. The signed and numbered 100-cover edition is $10 postpaid from William R. Hanson, MD, 78 W. Notre Dame, Glens Falls, NY 12801. He also prepared 20 signed, cacheted covers for the Nov. 12 pictorial Holmes/Gillette Festival cancel at Tryon, NC. They are $4.50 postpaid or $4 if ordered with the Holmes Christmas FDC; limit one.

Marine Corps FDCs Still Available: Conrad Novick, 96 Feeder Dam Road, South Glens Falls, NY 12803 has a few sets of four Marine Heroes FDCs at $12 plus $1.25 shipping.

Programs

March 3 — Rocket Planes and the rare mail they carried, from the Gloria across Greenwood Lake, NY to the Shuttle into outer space — a short talk and display

March 17 — Bring some new items you have added to your collection recently

April 7 — Duck hunting stamps. Should 2000 or so be the cut-off date, given the marketing games being played by federal and state agencies? A discussion and display

April 21 — TBA. Contact Doc Hanson at 518-798-9592 or drhanson@localnet.com
Bufpex Featuring Special Cancel and Cachet

Preparations are nearly complete for Bufpex 2006. The annual show of the Buffalo Stamp Club will take place Saturday, March 4 and Sunday, March 5, 2006 at the VFW Leonard Post 6251, 2450 Walden Ave., Cheektowaga.

Bufpex celebrates 60 years of the Leonard Post, the present home of the club. A cancel and cachet designed by Marge Schleining will be available at the show. To order by mail send $1.50 plus a sase to Marge Schleining, 260 Tampa Drive, Buffalo, NY 14220.

Twenty dealers from western New York, Pennsylvania, and Canada, as well as the U.S. Postal Service will take part in the two-day bourse. The exhibit area will have 20 frames competing for awards, including single-frame and thematic exhibits, among others. Also popular at Bufpex is the kitchen, which will have a variety of food available.

The Empire State Postal History Society will conduct its second regional meeting at Bufpex. The organization will meet on March 4 at 2 p.m. Any changes will be posted at the show.

Auctions and Meetings Well Attended

Club auctions and meetings have been well attended lately. The monthly auction, held on the first Friday of the month, has been averaging between 90 and 100 lots with some very good material changing hands. The auction has been drawing between 30 and 40 members and very competitive bidding with around $900 being added to the treasury.

Bob Meegan gave an excellent, but abbreviated, presentation on exhibiting at the January meeting with 20 members in attendance. Alfred Carroccia discussed auxiliary and ancillary markings at the February meeting with both U.S. and foreign examples.

Membership Passes Century Mark

Membership finally passed the century mark! The Buffalo Stamp Club welcomes the following new members: Patrick Kerins, Elliott Hume, David L. Smith, Donald Moran, Bill Hager, Carlo Perfetto and Carlo Perfetto, Jr., and Gail Brzezowski, wife of member Joe Brzezowski.

Newsletter by E-mail

The club’s newsletter editor, Alfred Carroccia, has added optional distribution of the monthly publication by e-mail in PDF format.
Commemorating Washington’s Newburgh HQ

Do you know that the first state registered landmark historic site in the United States is located in Newburgh, New York? The Jonathan Hasbrouck house became famous as George Washington’s headquarters after the final Revolutionary War battle at Yorktown in 1782. George, with wife Martha, lived in Newburgh while awaiting the signing of the peace treaty in Paris for more than 16 months, a record stay for any of his military residences.

The site includes a museum, the Tower of Victory monument erected between 1886 and 1897 to commemorate the centennial of Washington’s accomplishments while headquartered at Newburgh, and the original eight-room 1750 built mansion decorated in period style.

In nearby New Windsor is Washington’s Cantonment, the last encampment made by his army before the end of the war. In October 1782 Washington moved his army to New Windsor for the winter. By late December 1782 the 7,000 soldiers and 500 women and children camp followers had erected nearly 600 log huts. High-ranking officers, including Major Gen. Horatio Gates, commandant of the Cantonment, and Major Gen. Henry Knox, Artillery Commander, were quartered in nearby private homes. Washington made his headquarters in the Hasbrouck house six miles away in Newburgh.

On April 19, 1933, a stamp was issued honoring the Newburgh residence and peace proclamation. A total of 73,382,400 of the three-cent rotary press printing, perforated 10.5 × 11, (Scott 727) stamp was issued. The stamp was later reissued in 1935 (Scott 752) as part of the ungummed Farley series.

While in Newburgh, Washington created the Badge of Military Merit, to recognize unusual acts of gallantry by soldiers. The badge itself eventually died out but was revived in 1932 as the Purple Heart, which bears Washington’s profile and crest.
An Unusual New Year’s First Day Cover

How many of you can remember this First Day of Issue? Oddly enough, it was issued from Washington, DC, on New Year’s Day — Jan. 1, 1932. The following article is from a contemporary Central New York newspaper:

**MAY BUY ISSUE OF WASHINGTON STAMPS JAN. 2**

Oneidans Expected to Purchase Heavily of Series in 12 Denominations

**BIRTH COMMEMORATED**

Sale in Honor of 200th Anniversary of the Father of Our Country

The Washington bicentennial stamp series, commemorating the 200th anniversary of the birth of the Father of Our Country, will be placed on sale at the Oneida Post Office on January 2, postal officials announced today.

The stamp series will be issued New Year’s Day but its sale has been deferred until the next day in all post offices throughout the country except in Washington, DC, where they will be sold for three hours in the morning. This series will be in 12 denominations from one-half to the ten-cent issue.

Postal authorities are looking forward to the largest stamp sales on record and are making preparations for handling the tremendous volume of business that is expected. It is estimated that more than twenty million George Washington stamps in all denominations will be sold during the 12 months period that will mark bicentennial celebration.

**Varying Designs and Colors**

Each value will be of a different design and color and each will bear a different portrait of Washington. The one-half cent will be dark brown with a likeness of Washington after a miniature of Charles Wilson Peale, the original of which is in the Metropolitan Museum in New York. The one cent will be green, with a reproduction of the profile bust now in Mount Vernon, made by [Jean-Antoine] Houdon in 1785. The one and one-half cent, light brown, will have the “Virginia Colonel” likeness from the portrait by Peale, painted in 1772, and now at Washington and Lee University.

A copy of the “Atheneum” portrait, painted by Gilbert Stuart at Germantown in 1796, the original of which is in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, will form the center of the two cent. The three cent purple will contain a likeness taken from the Peale portrait of Washington in the uniform of a general made at Valley Forge in 1777 and now owned by the State Normal School at Westchester, PA. Another of Peale’s portraits, a copy of that in possession of William Patten of Rhinebeck, NY, painted in 1777, will be on the four-cent brown.
46th Annual Coin-O-Rama Scheduled April 30
The 46th annual Coin-O-Rama, sponsored by the Dansville and Perry-Warsaw coin and stamp clubs, will be from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. April 30 at Dansville Senior High School, North Main Street. It will offer 40 dealer tables of coins, stamps, and sports cards; door prizes, food, and refreshments. Raffle prizes are: first — $10 gold piece, second — 10 silver dollars, third — prestige proof set, fourth — 2005 proof set, and fifth — 2005 state quarters proof set.

Meeting Has Good Turnout
The regular monthly meeting of the Dansville Area Coin & Stamp Club was held on Jan. 15 at 2 p.m. We had a good turn out with 28 members present. The secretary’s minutes of the previous meeting were read and accepted. The treasurer’s report was also read and accepted. We also discussed the Coin-O-Rama. The School is all set and the Security is also set.

More Than $400 Raised for Legion Charity
We also went over the results of our Project Christmas Auction. The money we raise goes to the American Legion in Dansville and they use it for people in need during Christmas. We doubled our amount this year and we raised more than $400.

We also talked about changing our April meeting because the third Sunday is Easter Sunday. Bill Hastings won an uncirculated set as a raffle prize. Peter Dolan also won an uncirculated set. Ed Perry and Trevor White won the door Prizes. Donald Wise won the $5 pill drawing; he was not present so the February pill drawing was $7. The meeting was adjourned at 4 p.m.

Purple Heart Stamp To Be Reissued
The U.S. Postal Service will re-issue the Purple Heart stamp in April to reflect the recent postage rate increase. The stamp originally was issued on May 30, 2003 to honor the sacrifice of members of the U.S. military services who have been killed or wounded in action.

“At a time when our military service members continue to serve in Afghanistan and Iraq, it is appropriate that the Purple Heart stamp be reissued at the new first-class rate,” the USPS said. The specific date for the issue of the 39-cent stamp will be announced shortly. Until the new stamp is available, the current 37-cent Purple Heart stamp will remain on sale.
Club Elects 2006 Officers

Officers for 2006 were elected at the December meeting. David Lester succeeds Carol Imhoff as secretary. She declined reelection after many years of diligent and faithful service as secretary. We are very grateful for her dedication. Thank you, Carol. Returned to office were Mike Breed, president; Don Dolan, vice president and treasurer; and Harold vonHagn, membership secretary and director through Dec. 31, 2008. Other officers are Marlin Stewart, immediate past president; Galer Perreault, director through 2006, and Ron Cary, director through 2007.

Programs

March 21 — Auction night
April 18 — Slide program: The Division of the Union

2006 Dues: This year’s dues of $10 for adults and $5 for youth may be paid at club meetings or mailed to Harold vonHagn, 9 Cobbles West, Elmira, NY 14905. Pay now and save the club the expense of sending a reminder.

Meeting Notes

December — There was a veritable feast of Christmas goodies for the 23 members and guests, just five days before Christmas. Many thanks to those who contributed food and drink. Adding to the holiday spirit was the presence of Jason Erway’s young daughter, Erin, too young to be a cub member or stamp collector but still enjoying the event. Fred Dykins brought double prints of the pictures he took at our November awards banquet; many members took home a remembrance of this occasion. The meeting concluded with a showing of the APS slide program Civil War Federal Patriotics.

January — 26 present, topping December, proving refreshments aren’t the only attraction. Don Dolan reported on the treasury, reviewing and distributing income and expense reports for the fourth quarter and the calendar year 2005. We are still solvent, but need our dues to stay solvent. Galer Perreault reported on the 2005 sales and expenses of the United Stamp Societies circuits offered at meetings, noting that the year produced a profit of $29.25 for the club. While this doesn’t seem like much, it was more than 700 percent better than the $3.99 earned for the club in 2004. In discussing Stepex 2006 plans Al Parsons advised that the Arnot Mall wanted to schedule our show this year on either the first or fourth Friday/Saturday in October, rather than the third Friday/Saturday, our traditional time for the show. This prompted a discussion of alternate sites, and a number of good suggestions were made.
Ev’rythin’s Up To Date in Kansas City

By Joseph T. Rowbottom III

Do any of you remember that old tune “Ev’rythin’s up to date in Kansas City / They’ve gone about as fur as they c’n go!” [EDITOR’S NOTE: Rogers & Hammerstein Oklahoma, 1943]

Well, I have to say kudos to K.C. because by 1923 they must have pretty much solved all the problems of educating Homo sapiens. And they must have had leftover money to burn because they took all that expertise in pedagogy and all that excess cash and applied it to the education of chickens.

The American Poultry School must have been quite advanced for its day, with courses like vegetable husbandry and history both fowl and fair. In gym, they played Duck, Duck, Goose, but never Chicken.

The cafeteria served a lot of peanut butter and jelly but there were no McNuggets™ or egg salad. Recess must have been quite a sight with the entire student body pecking in the schoolyard.

A cover like this, although it doesn’t have any great postal history merit and is probably only worth a buck or two, leads your mind to flights of fancy or buffoonery or quiet giggling depending on your personality. But, it’s hard not to smile — and that is its real worth.

[EDITOR’S NOTE: Books from the American Poultry School, which offered classes for poultry raisers, are still be offered by antiquarian book stores.]
NEW PRESIDENT TAKES THE GAVEL

Les Morse of Lyons, our club president for the past two years decided to step down. We all wish him well and thank him for his leadership. Elected president for 2006 was Donald Grover of Fairport. The other officers from last year — Vice President Dave Himes, Treasurer Gary Chicoine, and Secretary James Darnell — were returned to office.

NEW MEMBER WELCOMED

The unusually mild weather for the start of 2006 has helped keep our winter attendance at a high level. At our second meeting in January, we were pleased to welcome a new member, John Lord of Waterloo.

COVER COMMITTEE’S PLANS

Our cover committee has decided to produce covers for five 2006 issues, beginning with the Jonas Salk stamp to be issued in March. We will follow with the set of four Benjamin Franklin commemoratives, the Judy Garland commemorative, the set of four Baseball Sluggers commemoratives, and the set of four American Motorcycle pictorials.

NEW PROGRAM FEATURE

Our program committee decided to add a new feature this year — two-member presentations of their favorite collections or philatelic items. Four such presentations were scheduled for 2006. Robert LaBelle and David Himes opened with their presentations at our first meeting in February.

PROGRAMS

March 8 — APS Slide Show: Postally Used Valentines of the 19th Century
March 22 — Guest speaker TBA
April 12 — Two-member presentations by Donald Grover and Les Morse
April 26 — Member auction
Schedule Altered for Travel Plans
Due to a traveling commitment, Tom Hanley will not be able to speak on March 14. We will reschedule him early next season. However, we have a perfect replacement. Steve Prigozy who could not make it on Nov. 22 will speak on Telegraph Covers.

Holiday Banquet Memorable
Our holiday banquet was most enjoyable. Many thanks to Jim Kirby and Ray Coco for organizing the evening and to John J. Nunes, and all the members who brought exchange gifts.

First Night Cover Available
Covers are available from the club for Albany’s First Night celebration on Dec. 31, 2005. Send $3 and a sase to Fort Orange Stamp Club, P.O. Box 5475, Albany, NY 12205.

Single Page Night
On Jan. 10 we had Single Page Night. It is always amazing to see the variety of collecting interests and the vast accumulation of knowledge shared by the group. Queen Elizabeth, toilets, postal history, Canada souvenir sheets, autographed ducks, PF certificates, Newfoundland proofs, non-Zeppelin airships, and a newly discovered variety of a New Zealand newspaper stamp were among the items on display.

Programs
March 14 — Steve Prigozy Telegraph Covers
March 28 — John Adamec’s Philatelic Quiz
April 11 — Italy by Jerry La Mastra
April 25 — Members auction
Club to Sponsor New Junior Club

Following a visit by a home-school mother and her four children to the Jan. 12 meeting, club members have decided to sponsor a new junior club. The mother brought her children, ranging in age from about 5 to 11, so they could learn about the stamp-collecting hobby. Members demonstrated how stamps can be a fascinating and fun way to learn about history. Fort Stanwix covers were also given to the children, who were very attentive throughout the meeting.

The mother later asked that several club members attend a monthly home school association meeting and explain to other parents how stamp collecting can help children better understand history. At their second January meeting, club members agreed to sponsor a stamp club for the home-schooled children.

Stamp Show Plans Scraped

Although it was reported in the last issue of the Stamp Insider that the club was planning its third biennial Central New York Stamp and Cover Show, members have since decided not to pursue these plans due to the expenses involved. Instead the club will use its resources to promote philately to youngsters. Members also discussed renting transportation to enable all members to attend other out-of-the-area stamp shows.

The Flu Bug Bites

Club president Steve Stawiarz has been battling a bad case of the flu, and his wife is also ill. Secretary Joe Christofaro and several of his family are also flu victims. Get well wishes are extended to all these folks. When everyone has recovered, the club intends to resume the APS slide shows at their monthly meetings.
New Meeting Location Sought

The club will relocate its meetings, as the Hughes Building, our current meeting place, is no longer available. We thank President Tom Schneider who was responsible for allowing us to meet there for many years. We will inform our members about the location of the next meetings. The new location will also be posted on the club’s Federation Website page. We may meet at members’ homes if no location is found.

Town of Volney Bicentennial

The Town of Volney is celebrating its bicentennial on March 25. Town officials have provided details of the celebratory activities and are planning a pictorial cancel. Their theme is Celebrate Our Heritage. The public is invited to the celebration from 9 a.m.–3 p.m. for displays and from 1–4 p.m. for games, entertainment, and food.

Dues Payable: Dues will be accepted until March–April for 2006. They remain at $6.

USPS To Issue Healthy Stamp

WASHINGTON, April 1 — The U. S. Postal Service has unveiled an addition to the 2006 commemorative stamp issues. The stamp, paid for by the American Poultry Industry, and approved by the U.S. Department of Health is the latest in a series of semipostal issues. The stamp is a stamp on stamp depicting the poultry centennial issue of 1948 (Scott #969).

Recent semipostal stamps have raised money for Breast Cancer research, Stopping Family Violence, and the Heroes of 9/11. This semipostal is designed to combat the spread of avian (bird) flu. Patrons who lick the adhesive backing of this newly issued stamp will receive a minute dose of flu vaccine designed to be absorbed by the tongue. Licking each of the 100 stamps in the sheet will provide a full dose of the vaccine and increase stamp sales.

The Surgeon General said, “This is just an additional layer of protection to keep the flu from spreading.” Those who won’t go to the doctor’s office or health center for a flu shot can merely go to the post office. Legendary poultry magnate Frank Perdue, in a post mortem statement, said “The poultry industry did not want to put all our eggs in one basket. We want to stop the spread of avian flu. This stamp was a way to spread our wings and give something back to the community at large. You’ll be a real turkey if you don’t buy this stamp!”
APS Chapter 210
Meets from 7:30–9:30 p.m. on the 2nd & 4th Wednesday
in Room 384, Morrison Hall at Cornell University
Howard Schlieder, 511 Linn St., Ithaca, NY 14850
yszekely@twcny.rr.com, 607-277-3192

Auction Fun

Ithaca Philatelic Society members enjoy a recent evening auction at Morrison Hall, Cornell University. From left, upper left, Secretary Howard Schlieder; Suzanne Stumpe, a collector of Hungarian and Canadian issues; and retired Professor Julius Fabricant. Retired Cornell University Professor and Auctioneer, Charles Uhl, addresses Fabricant during an auction, middle left. Charles Uhl and Treasurer Yoram Szekely, upper right, complete a transaction following the auction. Schlieder and Ms. Stumpe examine auction lots, bottom left. Pre-cancel and perfin expert David Smith talks with Fabricant, bottom right.
Club Shares Expertise To Attract New Members

The club sought new members in February with a *What Have You Got* night. The public was invited to bring philatelic material about which they had questions to be answered by club members. The event was publicized through a press release sent to area newspapers.

Programs

March 7 — *German Colonies* by Bill Samuelsen
April 4 — APS slide show

James Darnell’s Stamp Puzzler

Place the name of each kind of stamp defined into the matching box. When completed, the name of your favorite stamp periodical will appear in the highlighted boxes reading down. 1. A stamp for revenue purposes. 2. A stamp with a scene rather than a person, crest, or numeral. 3. A stamp with minor production errors. 4. A stamp honoring a special event, personality, or anniversary. 5. A stamp depicting birds, dogs, cats, horses, flowers, cars, etc. 6. A stamp whose purchase price includes an amount dedicated to a charitable cause. 7. A stamp available over an extended period of time used for everyday postage. 8. A stamp cut in half used as one half the face value of the uncut stamp. 9. A stamp with initials or design punched into it by firms to prevent unauthorized use. 10. A stamp-like item that is not valid for postage. 11. A stamp with means or separation omitted. 12. A stamp used for mail sent by an air carrier. *Solution on Page 64.*
St. Bonaventure May Be Olepex 2006 Venue

The club may have Olepex 2006 at St. Bonaventure University if its China / Far East exhibit is available for public display. The exhibit is a collection that was donated to the university about 30 years ago. Fred Printz has contacted the university about this. Printz said that the show could be held at the university at no cost. St. Bonaventure is just west of Olean.

It has been decided that the show would have exhibits and that the local Boy Scout troop would help assemble and dismantle the show frames. President Ronald J. Yeager indicated that two dealers probably would not return because of poor sales at the last show, which did not have exhibits. However, he said there are three dealers on the waiting list. The importance of local publicity was emphasized. The show usually is held in September.

Programs

- March 6 — W. R. Case & Sons, Bradford by Ronald J. Yeager
  A philatelic history of the knife maker
- April 3 — APS slide show

Erin Historical Society Offers Covers

The Erin Historical Society of Erin, NY, is offering cachets for two Irish-related events — St. Patrick’s Day and the annual Irish Festival of music and dance. This will mark the 66th year that the society has done so. Proceeds of the sale benefit the Erin Historical Museum. There are two different unique designs — an Irish greeting on a postcard or a greeting on an envelope — for cancellation on March 17, St. Patrick’s Day, and March 18, the day of the festival.

Cost is $1.50 for a postcard and $3 for a cover, plus a sase. For cards and covers to be mailed directly, orders should include the exact address of the recipient. Checks should be made payable to the society. Orders are to be sent to the Erin Historical Society, P.O. Box 138, Erin, NY 14838. The society may be contacted at 607-739-0242 or at smurphy237@aol.com.

The society’s museum is located at 53 Fairview Road, Erin, NY 14838. The historian is Suzanne Murphy. Hours are by appointment only. The museum has exhibits of rural Americana and railroad items and historical information. It also has collection of St. Patrick’s Day memorabilia; school, church, and genealogy records; information, articles and records of the history of Erin; and information about farm tools, logging, and various milling operations within the town.
Club Considering More Meetings
The Oswego Stamp club discussed several items at its January meeting. Member Nick Todaro made a motion to have club meetings twice a month in hope of gaining new members. President Leigh LeClair said he would check on the availability of the meeting facility to see if this possible. A membership vote on this may take place in the future when the snowbirds return.

Post Office To Observe Bicentennial
The club also began discussion about a celebration for the bicentennial of the Oswego Post office. A pictorial cancel is planned for this event, which will take place in early October 2006. Oswego, is one of the longest continuously operating post offices in the northeast. It is hoped that the club can use this opportunity to get some publicity and encourage new collectors.

Show and Tell: Our February meeting included a show and tell session with each member sharing a favorite philatelic item. The club is considering a program of a one page night.

Officers Reelected: The officers were reelected at the December meeting.

Sterling Cover: A very limited number of cachets from the Sterling cancellation are still available on a first-come, first-served basis. They are available for $1 plus a number 10 SASE from Heather Sweeting, 14329 Victory St., Sterling NY 13156-3172. All proceeds will go to the Sterling Historical society.

Philatelic or not? A young collector might think this is a fantastic example of an imperforate coil line pair used on a personal cover. An old-time collector would recognize this as a philatelic exchange between two long-time stamp collectors, Herbert Fox, of Oswego and W. Ray Staplin, both avid collectors 82 years ago. Does that make the cover a philatelic franking or an unusually odd usage on cover made for a friend? Have you ever found one of these on piece that wasn’t intentionally created by a collector?
Club Has Busy March–April Schedule

The association has scheduled its March and April meetings, which will include member participation, guest speakers, an auction, and a banquet.

Programs

March 9 — Be Your Own Dealer Night
This is your chance to sell those philatelic items you don’t know what to do with. We have extension cords but you must supply your own lights. Set up starts at 7 p.m.

March 23 — Called Auction
Kelly Armstrong will coordinate the Jim Sanders/Doug Perry Memorial Auction. More than 100 lots will be available. Come early to review them. Doors open at 7 p.m.

April 13 — Joint Meeting with Toastmasters: National Postal Museum slide show

April 24 — Annual RPA Club Banquet, Red Fedele’s Brookhouse from 6:30–9:30 p.m.
Guest speaker Maurine McGuire. Call 585-319-3274 for more information.

April 27 — New Member Recruitment Night; refreshments
For more information call 585-319-3274.

Wisconsin Federation Celebrating 75th Anniversary

The Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs (WFSC), the nation’s oldest state philatelic federation, will celebrate its 75th anniversary at WiscoPex 2006 on March 11–12 in Rockford, IL. Plans are being made to celebrate the anniversary at other shows this year.

Organized philately in Wisconsin dates to the founding of the Milwaukee Philatelic Society in November 1899. Delegates from nine stamp clubs formed the Wisconsin Association of Philatelic Societies at a meeting in Fond du Lac, WI, on March 19, 1932. The name changed to the Wisconsin Federation of Stamp Clubs in 1935. The organization encompasses 31 clubs within the state, as well as in Illinois and Michigan’s Upper Peninsula.

WFSC president for 2006 is Maurice D. Wozniak of Waupaca, WI. More information is available from Karen L. Weigt, WFSC secretary, 4184 Rose Ct., Middleton, WI 53562-4339, or www.WFSCstamps.org.
How the Club Came Into Being

A small item appeared in the Dec. 10, 1930 issue of the Schenectady Union-Star: “Stamp collectors will meet tonight at 8 o’clock at 254 State St. to organize a club which will include members from the county as well as the city.” It was noted that “it is believed there will be a large membership as there are many enthusiasts in the section ... Promoters emphasize that juniors are not to be included in the organization.”

Nine men were present for the organizational meeting. Apparently there was no photograph of that group. The Alling Rubber Co., in whose store the initial meeting was held, would be available as the site for future meetings. Later, meetings also would be held at the YMCA. Finally, the Schenectady Chamber of Commerce provided a room in its building for use of the club, which had attained a membership of 54 within about a year.

During its initial year the club arranged to hold its first annual exhibit in the Schenectady County Historical Society building on lower Union Street. This exhibit drew a large attendance. In August 1931, the stamp club, together with the Schenectady Chamber of Commerce, sponsored a cachet celebrating the Centenary of Steam Railroading. There were about 1,525 covers prepared with this printed cachet.

It is notable that the special temporary postal station for the 75th anniversary of the club was at the Washington Avenue headquarters of the historical society on Dec. 10, 2005. The special postmark was applied to mail that day, but no special cacheted envelope was available that time. Credit goes to Albert W. Starkweather, Stamp Insider editor, for creating a cachet based, in part, on the Dec. 17, 1934 program booklet for the club’s second Christmas party.

A limited number of cacheted covers were prepared — some with the 37-cent Meriwether Lewis stamp and some with the 37-cent William Clark stamp. These are available from Ronald K. Ratchford, 1105 Union St., Schenectady, NY 12308-2805 for $2.50 each for a random cover or $4.50 a set plus a sase.

Programs

March 6 — Atomic Bomb Tests by John J. Nunes
April 3 — Tax Paid Revenues by Ray Majors
A TRIBUTE TO A FELLOW STAMP COLLECTOR

On Dec. 13, 2005, the Steuben Stamp Club lost one of its charter members and a good friend, Gary V. Harrison. Gary was born in Hornell, NY, and had resided in Canisteo all his life. From 1982 to 1997 he was employed as a custodian for the Canisteo School District and retired due to ill health.

A member of the club since its inception in 1987, Gary was an enthusiastic philatelist and loved sharing his enthusiasm with his fellow collectors. He, his mother Betty, and brother Rick were lifelong stamp collectors. His sense of humor, generosity and friendship will be greatly missed.

Harrison, 57, was a 1967 graduate of Canisteo Central School and attended Wanakena School of Forestry. He was also a life member of the North American Hunting Club.

His mother, Betty Harrison of Canisteo; a son, Gary V. Harrison II of Canisteo; and his brother, Richard L. Harrison of Canisteo, survive him.

Memorial contributions may be made to the American Kidney Fund, 6110 Executive Blvd., Rockville, MD 20852; or the Canisteo Ambulance Corp., c/o Gerald Bertram, 42 Fourth St., Canisteo, NY 14823.

REVISED ROSTER

Club members are John S. Babbitt; Sue Babbitt, president and APS representative; Bill Berry, treasurer; Craig Braack; Phil Bretz; Art Gaisser; Don Gross, vice president; Rosmarie Gross, secretary; Rick Harrison; John Heaslip; Eloise Hopkins; Dr. John Kelly, historian; Al Merriam; Dan Todd, Bulletin editor; and Mary Lou Wightman.

PROGRAMS

- March 13 — Bill Berry
- April 10 — Owls as a Topical by Dan Todd

ST. LAWRENCE INTERNATIONAL STAMP CLUB

The club meets monthly at 7 p.m. on the first Thursday at Massena Library and on the third Tuesday at Cornwall, Ontario, Library. Contract person is Patrick R. Rourk, 3 Morton St., Norwood, NY 13668-1100, prourke@twcny.rr.com, 315-353-8892. New members are being sought.
Expertisers Share Their Stories

Sergio and Liane Sismondo of The Classic Collector (www.sismondostamps.com), professional philatelic expertisers and consultants who have worked for Scott Publishing Co. and the Philatelic Foundation, shared unusual and interesting stories of the stamps and people they have encountered at shows and auctions all over the world at our Jan. 6 meeting. Sergio also explained the intense research that goes into preparing one of his certificates. Then he demonstrated the process on several dozen specimens provided by club members. The presentation held club members in rapt attention for nearly two hours and was “one of the best the club has ever seen,” President Mike Ammann said.

First New Member of 2006

Bernie Serrianne of Syracuse was elected to membership at the Jan. 20 meeting. He collects Australia, Czechoslovakia, and Italy.

Loss of a Life Member

Lottie Noldan of East Syracuse, a 25-year life member, died on Jan. 3 at the age of 92. She joined the club in 1981 but had not been able to attend meetings for many years because of poor health. A moment of silence was observed in her memory at the Jan. 6 meeting.

Program Schedule Available

A printed wallet card containing the entire 2006 program schedule is available. Attend a meeting, call 315-476-8052, or e-mail webmaster@syracusestampclub.org.

Programs

March 3 — Stampo and Three-Cent Worldwide Mixture
March 17 — APS slide show: Irish Philately
March 31 — Auction
April 7 — Swap & Shop
April 21 — Auction

Mini-auctions will be conducted at 7:45 p.m. on March 3 and April 7, if material allows.

Club members Vincent Juchimek, center, and Jeff Costello, right, present Syracuse VA Medical Center director James Cody with a framed set of the club’s Distinguished Marines first day covers. The ceremony took place in the director’s office on Dec. 2, 2005.
Club Announces March and April Programs

The club will be having a fun night of questions relative to philatelic trivia ranging from U.S. History, world geography, and biographical sketches of people on stamps at its March 20 meeting. Teacher Bob Finnegan will serve as game show host. The April 17 meeting will allow members to view its first ever viewing of an APS slide presentation, Slips on Ships on Stamps. This slide presentation should be of great interest to those topical collectors.

School Club Numbers 35 Members

Robert Finnegan reports he now has upwards of 35 junior collectors at his Sidney Elementary School Stamp Club at his home school. His budding philatelists are in grades three to five. The Tri-County Club is inviting the juniors to its May 15 meeting where they will be engaged in games and activities, which will allow them to “earn” additional philatelic materials.

The school club members are still in need of stamp hinges, as there are no local opportunities to secure them. Any philatelists reading this can send additional hinges to Robert Finnegan, Stamp Club Advisor, Sidney Elementary School, 15 Pearl St. E., Sidney, NY 13838

The local school librarian has now subscribed to the Scott’s Stamp Monthly for the children at Sidney Elementary School, but could not afford Linn’s Stamp News.

Stamp Camp USA Reaches More Than 5,000 in 2005

Stamp Camp USA reached a total of 2,809 adults and 2,295 youth in 2005, including 11 adults and 28 youth in New York State, according to Cheryl B. Edgcomb, Stamp Camp USA CEO and Executive Director. A majority of the outreach programs were conducted in New York and Pennsylvania. Programs in New York were conducted at the Little School in Addison and during Ropex in Rochester and Stepeix in Elmira.

The organization, which is primarily a collaborative philatelic education program for children aged 8 to 14, also was granted non-profit 501(c)(3) status. As a non-profit organization, all donations may be claimed as tax deductible.

A major highlight of this year’s program schedule will be participation in the Washington 2006 World Philatelic Exhibition. Stamp Camp USA is also planning new community partnerships with Little League and the National Baseball Hall of Fame in Cooperstown.

More information is available from Stamp Camp USA, 149 E. Main St., P.O. Box 377, Knoxville, PA 16928-0377, phone 814-326-0810, e-mail stampcampusa@intergate.com.
Travel Plans Change Schedule

Due to travel plans, Tom Hanley and Arnie Leiter switched nights. On Feb. 1 Tom spoke on *Irish Philately*. On March 15, Arnie will speak on *U.S. Postmarks*. Hope to see you all there.

Holiday Banquet

On Dec. 21 the membership met at Holmes and Watson for our annual Holiday Banquet. As we did last year, we ordered off the menu and everyone enjoyed the chef’s preparations of the evening. Gifts were organized by Peg Kosinski and flowers were crafted by Phil Harris.

Local Postal History and Human Interest

On Jan 24 Dr. Joseph Y. Rudnick treated us to some local postal history and some local human interest as well. Some time ago, he acquired about 100 stampless covers all addressed to Titus Eddy in Troy. Eddy built a fortune making and selling quality printing inks. From the contents of the letters, it looks very possible that he sold the inks that printed U.S. Scott numbers one and two. Eddy’s many gifts to the community, continue even until the present, in the form of medical facilities throughout the Capital Region.

Programs

- March 1 — Winter auction
- March 15 — *U.S. Postmarks* by Arnie Leiter
- April 5 — *This ’n That* by Phil Hicks
- April 19 — Terrill Miller’s *Philatelic Quiz*

ATTENDING THE PARTY, FROM LEFT: ARNIE LEITER, MR. AND MRS. TOM HANLEY, FRITZ DODGE, BERT SOLTYSIAK, SECRETARY KEN MANGIONE, PRESIDENT TERRY MILLER, VICKI MILLER, MARGE MILLER, PEG KOSINSKI WITH CAMERA, PHIL HARRIS, ROGER MINCH SPORTING HIS HAT, MR. AND MRS. JIM DANNER, AND JOHN J. Nunes.

Dr. Joseph Y. Rudnick

George McGowan Photos
20 Attend Holiday Dinner
Our December meeting was a social event with dinner at a local restaurant. Approximately 20 members and guests attended. Jerome Wagner, member and treasurer, gave a short summary of his wife’s and his summer vacation to Turkey, Greece, and the Greek Isles.

Art on Irish Stamps
At our January meeting, member Francis Kolaritis gave a presentation about the stamps of Ireland, and their connections to the art world. He described the making of medieval prayer books by Jean, Duc de Berry, and his three brothers. Accompanying his talk were a number of illustrations of the prayer books that were most interesting.

Stamps of Newfoundland
Club member Ed Hacker spoke in February on the stamps of Newfoundland.

Historic Cover
The club issued a cover on March 1, 1932 to mark the centennial of the city of Utica. The site originally was included in a grant of 22,000 acres by King George II of England to William Cosby and some associates in 1734. The British built Fort Schuyler on it in 1758, but when Fort Stanwix at Rome was renamed for Col. Peter Schuyler, the first Fort Schuyler became known as Old Fort Schuyler. It was abandoned before the Revolutionary War.

Settlers began arriving in 1773, and the village became an important stop for settlers heading farther west. The manor was sold by the sheriff in 1792 to a group that included Gen. Philip Schuyler and Gen. John Bradstreet. In 1798, the name Utica was chosen from names placed in a hat. It is presumed to be in reference to an ancient city of that name in Roman North Africa. The city was incorporated as a village in 1798, the same year that Oneida County was organized. After the Erie Canal arrived in 1825, Utica grew quickly and became a city in 1832.

Programs
March 7 — Computers and Philately by Don Drumm
April 4 — TBA
**Prestige Covers**
*Buying and Selling Worldwide Postal History*

P. O. Box 972 — Grand Island, NY 14072
PAUL ZIPP
716-695-1517

JAMES LITTELL
716-694-3562
zeplincat@wzrd.com

---

**Suburban Stamps, Coins & Collectibles**
*Always Buying*
315•452•0593

Open: Tuesday 10–5, Wednesday 10–7
Thursday & Friday 10–5, Saturday 9–1
120 Kreischer Road
North Syracuse, NY 13212
Just off Taft Road 1/2 mile east of Rt. 81

Mark Szuba  Julian Szuba  Edward Bailey

---

**Shows & Bourses**

**MARCH**

**4–5 — Cheektowaga**
BUFPEX, Buffalo Stamp Club, VFW Walden Post, 2450 Walden Ave. 10–5 March 4, 10–4 March 5. Dealers, U.S. Postal Service, souvenir cancel, and cacheted envelopes. Contact BUFPEX, 113 Richfield Ave, Buffalo, NY 14220.

5 — Rochester

12 — Cheektowaga

16–19 — New York City
ASDA 14th annual POSTAGE STAMP MEGA-EVENT, Madison Square Garden at the Expo Center, 4 Pennsylvania Plaza. 10–6 Oct. 16–18 & 10-4 Oct. 19. Phone: 516-759-7000; e-mail: asdashows@erols.com; Web: www.asdaonline.com.

19 — Albany

26 — West Seneca
APRIL
7–9 Toronto
AMERISTAMP EXPO, Queen Elizabeth Building, Exhibition Place. Hours: 11–6 April 7, 10–6 April 8 & 10–4 April 9. Dealers, Canada Post. E-mail: secretary@csdaonline.com; Web: www.csdaonline.com.

8–9 — Syracuse

16 — Albany

22–23 — Cheektowaga
BUFFALO NUMISMATIC ASSOCIATION SPRING CONVENTION (formerly CHECOPEX). Knights of Columbus, 2735 Union Road. 10–5 April 22 & 10–4 April 23. 716-741-9344.

30 — West Seneca

30 — Dansville
COIN-O-RAMA sponsored by Dansville and Perry-Warsaw Coin and Stamp clubs. 10–4. Coins, stamps, sports cards. Susan Edwards, e-mail: see10@frontiernet.net.

VALLEYPEX Changed
VALLEYPEX, usually held in April, is moved to June 17–18. More details will appear in the May–June STAMP INSIDER.

LED Illuminated Magnifiers
The only magnifier on the market that uses multiple LEDs for perfect uniform illumination. (U.S. Patented)

Pocket Magnifying Glass
3x, 6x & 10x
with integrated LED lamp illumination

Used by stamp, coin, jewelry, gun, and miniatures collectors. Also great for reading those small detail areas of your map, especially in low light conditions.

LiFaTeC USA LLC, P.O. Box 914, 12 Railroad Street, Jordan, NY 13080

APS

BNAPS

George McGowan
Covers and Stamps

U.S., UN, British Colonies, Topics

P.O. Box 482
East Schodack, NY 12063
geolotus2003@nycap.rr.com

STAMP, COIN, POSTCARD & COLLECTIBLES SHOW
SUNDAY HOURS 10 A.M. TO 4 P.M.

MARCH 26
MAY 28
SEPTEMBER 24
NOVEMBER 26
APRIL 30
JUNE 25
OCTOBER 22
DECEMBER 10

FREE ADMISSION & PARKING/

HARVEY D. MORIN VFW POST 2940
965 CENTER RD., WEST SENECa, NY
PHONE: 716-656-8080
Want & Exchange

EXCHANGE — Your philatelic publication for the STAMP INSIDER on long-term basis. Contact Editor Albert W. Starkweather, 5520 Gunn Hwy. #1406, Tampa, FL 33624-2847; phone: 813-962-7964; e-mail: astarkweather@nystampclubs.org.

WANTED — Covers and post cards from Newfoundland, both pre- and post Confederation. George McGowan, e-mail: geolotus2003@nycap.rr.com.

WANTED — On cover singles postally used (not FDC or events) 32¢ American art, jazz musicians, American dolls, American aircraft, composers, endangered species 22¢ presidential, 29¢ wildflowers, Celebrate the Century, 34¢ Greetings from America, 37¢ Greetings from NY CO LA UT MN NJ AK MT WY. E-mail: hsweetin@twcny.rr.com.

WANTED — Sarawak stamps mint or used Scott #24, 47, 85, 86, 131–134, 141 (BMA) 150–154. E-mail: hsweetin@twcny.rr.com.

WANTED / EXCHANGE — Vatican City MNH singles and margin blocks. Also philatelic literature and Acta Apostolice Sedis. Member APS, VPS. E-mail: dpiazza@twcny.rr.com.

WANTED — 1945–1946 Roosevelt 1–5¢ blocks of 4 — all four corners and plate numbers. Mike Schneider, P.O. Box 280044, Tampa, FL 33682-0044.

YOUTH & PHILATELY SOLUTION

DARNELL PUZZLER SOLUTION
How To Contact Federation Officers

PRESIDENT: John J. Nunes................................................................. nunesnook@aol.com
SECRETARY: John A. Cali................................................................. rocket@dreamscape.com
TREASURER: Stephen E. Gray....................................................... 518-372-9866
ADIRONDACK VP: Patrick R. Rourk................................................ prourk@twcny.rr.com
ALLEGGANY FRONTIER VP: Ronald J. Yeager................................... cry@atlanticbb.net
CAPITAL DISTRICT VP: Maris Tirums............................................... mxtirums@hotmail.com
CATSKILLS VP: Richard & Ginny Ried............................................. riedstamps@pronetisp.net
CENTRAL LEATHERSTOCKING VP: Ernie Lewis............................... knightowlcachets@hotmail.com
HUDSON VALLEY CO-VP: Drew Nicholson....................................... dan.ddn@suscom.com
HUDSON VALLEY CO-VP: Lawrence J. Laliberte................................ largin@worldnet.att.net
LONG ISLAND VP: Frank Braithwaite.............................................. fbraith@optonline.net
NEW YORK CITY CO-VP: August Peano........................................ 718-626-5105
NEW YORK CITY CO-VP: Leo Scarlet............................................ 718-229-5831
NIAGARA FRONTIER CO-VP: James Littell..................................... zepplincat@wzrd.com
NIAGARA FRONTIER CO-VP: Paul M. Zipp...................................... 716-695-1517
NORTHERN FINGER LAKES VP: Heather Sweeting......................... hsweeting@nystampclubs.org
SOUTHERN FINGER LAKES VP: Howard Schlieder............................ yszechely@twcny.rr.com
THOUSAND ISLANDS VP: George A. Mingle.................................... gmingle@1000isandsschools.com

Federation Club Pages Online
Visit www.nystampclubs.org to view online club pages
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Have you ever been to a stamp show, browsed through boxes of items, looked at an exhibit, and heard someone say, “Oh that’s just a philatelic usage.”

It boggles my mind that some so-called philatelists express disdain for covers that are philatelic. There seems to be a feeling among the philatelic community that items philatelic companies, to or from philatelists, etc. are not considered in as high regard as those with similar commercial uses and shouldn’t be used in exhibits.

Certainly an unusual commercial or personal usage of older franking is rarer and more uncommon than one made by a philatelic business or collector. Look at your mail from the last 10–20 years, the future of our hobby so to speak. Have you received any Hawaiian missionary reprints on your mail that didn’t come from other collectors? What about the Trans-Mississippi reissues or Lewis and Clark booklet stamps? Consider for example the outstanding cover franked with the 1932 Washington bicentennial issues, shown on the Chenango Valley Stamp Club page. It must have been made by a collector, but isn’t it a really interesting and colorful piece of mail? I contend that most of what will be collected and saved and or exhibited 50 years from now will be philatelic, merely from the standpoint that it is philatelists who are using commemoratives.

Think of all the interesting frankings that can be made up with the new rate change. I’ve been looking for the bicentennial souvenir sheets used on cover. Not many were actually broken up and used as postage. Ideally I like covers used in the correct time period, but now I could take a set and turn them into my own variation of modern postage, franked with three 13 centers to make the 39-cent rate.

I would love to see an exhibit of unusual collector-based philatelic correspondence, the more outrageous the better. It could be thematic — animals, vegetable, mineral, etc.; numeric — how many different stamps can make a rate?, how many fractionals can make a rate?; or merely unusual usages such as special deliveries from dealer to customer, international stamp dealings, routings, etc.

Before you mail your next letter, take the time and effort to consider what might make it an unusual usage for the next generation of philatelists. It might be merely using a new commemorative stamp rather than a Statue of Liberty/flag, or perhaps getting the postmaster to autograph it before hand cancelling it, or adding the adhesive plate number margin piece under the stamp. Let’s do our part to ensure there will be 21st century philatelic items to collect 20 years from now.
We’re Buying!

We’re obviously the first place to call because…

WE PAY IMMEDIATELY!

- Expert Estate Specialists
- Appraisals

Stamps • Documents • Old Letters • Postcards
- Autographs • Ephemera • Labels & Seals
- Stocks • Bonds • Paper Money • All Collectibles

CALL US TODAY!
Always a FREE phone call.
Toll Free: (800) 522-1607
Regular Phone: (203) 792-3862 • FAX: (203) 798-7902
E-Mail: buying@nutmegstamp.com
www.nutmegstamp.com
SHOWGARD® ALBUMS FOR PHILATELIC COVERS

- Canada covers, U.S. covers, commercial covers. Only Showgard has all these styles in the original thinline design with loose-leaf pages that won’t tear loose.
- The pages are of premium gauge virgin polyethylene with a black background insert in each pocket.
- The padded covers are handsomely formed in vinyl grain colors of Black Seal, Luggage Tan, and Flag Red.
- The unusual construction eliminates stress at the binding seams. Each page has a support strip to compensate for envelope thickness and weight.
- The thinline design is such that the least possible shelf space is used.
- Showgard cover albums hold more and are far more durable. They make a proud addition to any library.
- Each album holds 104 covers.

Order directly or through your local dealer.

Vidiforms Company, Inc.
Showgard House
115 N. Route 9W
Congers, NY 10920
Toll Free 877-507-5758
www.showgard.com

| Binder colors are: Black, Tan, Red |

Please send the following:

- No. 894 U.S.A. size @ $16.95 ea
- No. 896 Commercial cover size @ $18.95 ea.
- No. 895 Canada & European size @ $17.95 ea
- No. 894c Slipcase for No. 894 Album (Black) @ $7.50 ea.

N.Y. State residents please add appropriate sales tax.

Payment enclosed. Ship prepaid (U.S.A. Only)

Name  
Address  
City, State, Code  